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General Accounting and Auditing Developments—2016/17

Notice to Readers
This Audit Risk Alert (alert) replaces General Accounting and Auditing
Developments—2015/16.
This alert is intended to provide auditors of financial statements with an
overview of recent economic, industry, technical, regulatory, and professional
developments that may affect the audits and other engagements they perform.
This alert can also be used by an entity's internal management to address areas
of audit concern.
This publication is an other auditing publication, as defined in AU-C section
200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit
in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards). Other auditing publications have no authoritative status;
however, they may help the auditor understand and apply generally accepted
auditing standards.
In applying the auditing guidance included in an other auditing publication,
the auditor should, using professional judgment, assess the relevance and appropriateness of such guidance to the circumstances of the audit. The auditing
guidance in this document has been reviewed by the AICPA Audit and Attest
Standards staff and published by the AICPA and is presumed to be appropriate. This document has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted on
by a senior technical committee of the AICPA.

Recognition
The AICPA gratefully acknowledges those members of the Auditing Standards
Board and the AICPA Technical Issues Committee who helped identify the interest areas for inclusion in this alert. The AICPA also gratefully acknowledges
David Finkelstein and Jeremy Dillard for their review of this publication.
AICPA Staff
Liese Faircloth
Technical Manager
Accounting and Auditing Publications

Feedback
The Audit Risk Alert General Accounting and Auditing Developments is published annually. As you encounter audit or industry issues that you believe warrant discussion in next year's alert, please feel free to share them with us. Any
other comments you have about the alert would also be appreciated. You may
email these comments to A&APublications@aicpa.org.
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How This Alert Helps You
.01 This alert helps you plan and perform your audits and can be used by
an entity's internal management to identify issues significant to the industry.
It also provides information to assist you in achieving a more robust understanding of the business, economic, and regulatory environments in which your
clients operate. This alert is an important tool to help you identify the risks that
may result in the material misstatement of financial statements, including significant risks requiring special audit consideration. For developing issues that
may have a significant impact in the near future, the "On the Horizon" section
provides information on these topics. Refer to the full text of accounting and
auditing pronouncements as well as the full text of any rules or publications
that are discussed in this alert.
.02 It is essential that the auditor understand the meaning of audit risk
and the interaction of audit risk with the objective of obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence. Auditors obtain audit evidence to draw reasonable
conclusions on which to base their opinion by performing the following:

r
r

Risk assessment procedures
Further audit procedures that comprise the following:
— Tests of controls, when required by generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) or when the auditor has chosen
to do so
— Substantive procedures that include tests of details and
substantive analytical procedures

.03 The auditor should develop an audit plan that includes the nature
and extent of planned risk assessment procedures, as determined under AU-C
section 315, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the
Risks of Material Misstatement.1 AU-C section 315 defines risk assessment procedures as "the audit procedures performed to obtain an understanding of the
entity and its environment, including the entity's internal control, to identify
and assess the risks of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error,
at the financial statement and relevant assertion levels." A relevant assertion
"has a reasonable possibility of containing a misstatement or misstatements
that would cause the financial statements to be materially misstated. The determination of whether an assertion is a relevant assertion is made without
regard to the effect of internal controls." As part of obtaining the required understanding of the entity and its environment, paragraph .12 of AU-C section
315 states that the auditor should obtain an understanding of the "industry,
regulatory, and other external factors, including the applicable financial reporting framework," relevant to the entity. This alert assists the auditor with this
aspect of the risk assessment procedures and further expands the auditor's understanding of other important considerations relevant to the audit.

Economic and Industry Developments
The Current Economy
.04 When planning an audit, auditors need to understand the economic
conditions facing the industry in which an entity operates, as well as the effects
1

All AU-C sections can be found in AICPA Professional Standards.
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of these conditions on the entity itself. These external factors, such as interest
rates, availability of credit, consumer confidence, overall economic expansion or
contraction, inflation, and labor market conditions, are likely to have an effect
on an entity's business and, therefore, its financial statements. Considering the
effects of external forces on an entity is part of obtaining an understanding of
the entity and its environment. Recognizing that economic conditions and other
external factors relevant to an entity and its environment constantly change,
auditors should evaluate whether changes have occurred since the previous
audit that may affect their reliance on any information obtained from their
previous experience with the entity. These changes may affect the risks and
risk assessment procedures applicable to the current year's audit.
.05 During 2015 and into 2016, the U.S. economy continued to recover.
The S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average both reached all-time
highs during 2016. The Chicago Board Options Exchange Volatility Index (VIX)
is a key measure of market expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by
S&P 500 stock option prices and is considered by many to be a reliable indicator of investor sentiment and market volatility and the best gauge of fear
in the market. The VIX continued to show an overall decline during the end
of 2015 and into 2016. During that time, prices ranged from 31.40 to 11.43.
The volatility shows that there is still some uncertainty; however, the continued downward trend shows that investors believe the economy and market are
improving.

Key Economic Indicators
.06 The following key economic indicators reaffirm the recovery of the
economy during the end of 2015 and into 2016: gross domestic product (GDP),
unemployment, and the federal fund rate. The GDP measures output of goods
and services by labor and property within the United States. GDP increases
as the economy grows and decreases as it slows. According to the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, real GDP increased at an annual rate of 1.2 percent in the
second quarter of 2016, based on the advance estimate (second estimate), and
increased at an annual rate of 0.8 percent in the first quarter of 2016. The
increase in real GDP in the second quarter has been attributed to positive contributions from personal consumption expenditures and exports that were partially offset by negative contributions from private inventory investment and
residential fixed investments.
.07 From July 2015 to July 2016, the unemployment rate fluctuated between 5.6 percent and 4.7 percent. A rate of 4.9 percent represents approximately 87.4 million people who are unemployed. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS), from July 2015 to July 2016, the employment growth
was 255,000 year over year. During that same time period, the number of longterm unemployed (those jobless for 27 weeks or more) was steady. According
to the BLS, the number of people employed part-time for economic reasons decreased to 5.9 million during the second quarter of 2016. Together, these statistics illustrate the continued improvement in the economy.
.08 The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve) decreased the target for the federal funds rate more than 5.0 percentage
points, from its high of 5.25 percent prior to the financial crisis, to less than 0.25
percent, where it remained through August 2015. In January 2016, the target
was raised to 0.5 percent.

ARA-GEN .05
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Legislative and Regulatory Developments
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
.09 The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(the Dodd-Frank Act) was signed into law in July 2010 in response to weaknesses in the financial services industry that are believed to have contributed
to the economic recession. The main goals of the reform are to lower the systemic risks to the financial system and enhance consumer protections.
.10 This reform represents the greatest challenge to financial regulation
since the Great Depression and suggests that the era of hands-off regulation
and increased deregulation of the financial services industry has come to an
end.

Update on Rulemaking Progress
.11 The Dodd-Frank Act implements changes that affect the oversight and
supervision of financial institutions and creates many new agencies. According
to an overview by the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association,
the act requires many new regulations to be written by various regulatory agencies. The goal of the rulemaking process is to make sure the final regulations
are balanced, consistent with the intent of the initial legislation, and avoid unintended consequences.
.12 Progress in rulemaking has continued. The SEC has adopted final
rules for 67 mandatory rulemaking provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act, and there
are 15 proposed rules currently under consideration.

Inspections of Broker-Dealer
.13 On August 18, 2016, the PCAOB released its annual inspection report, Annual Report on the Interim Inspection Program Related to Audits of
Brokers and Dealers. During 2015, the PCAOB inspected 75 firms, covering
portions of 115 audits and 114 related attestation engagements (one broker
did not file either a compliance or exemption report). The attestation engagements comprised 27 related to compliance reports and 87 related to exemption
reports. This was the first annual cycle in which all audits and related attestation engagements were required to be performed in accordance with PCAOB
standards and amended SEC Rule 17a-5 and the first annual cycle in which
the new attestation engagements were included in the inspections.
.14 The report notes that independence findings were identified in eight
audits representing seven percent of the audits covered by the inspections in
2015 compared to 25 percent of the audits covered by the inspections in this
area in 2014. PCAOB inspections staff continued to observe instances in which
auditors were involved in the preparation of the financial statements or performed bookkeeping or other prohibited services. Of the eight audits with independence findings in 2015, six were conducted by firms that did not audit
issuers.
.15 In response to the report findings, PCAOB Deputy Director of PCAOB
Registration and Inspections and leader of the Broker-Dealer Audit Firm Inspection Program, Robert Maday, stated, "while there were fewer independence
findings, it is very troubling that we continue to find auditors assisting in the

©2016, AICPA
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preparation of the financial statements they audit or providing bookkeeping
services to their audit clients."
.16 To give some context to the numbers, note that approximately 4,100
broker-dealers filed audited annual financial statements with the SEC for fiscal years ended during the period from July 1, 2014, through June 30, 2015.
Approximately 610 registered public accounting firms audited broker-dealer filings for these periods. Of those, approximately 230 of the firms auditing brokerdealers also audited issuers, and approximately 380 firms performed audits of
broker-dealers and are registered with the PCAOB only because they audit
nonissuer broker-dealers.
.17 A summary of the deficiencies follows. For detailed report findings,
see PCAOB Release No. 2016-004, Annual Report on the Interim Inspection
Program Related to Audits of Brokers and Dealers, available at https://pcaobus
.org/Inspections/Documents/BD-Interim-Inspection-Program-2016.pdf.
.18 Findings related to failures to satisfy independence requirements were
as follows:

r

Failure to satisfy auditor independence requirements. The PCAOB
identified independence findings in 8 of the 115 audits selected for
inspection. The following further describes the identified findings:
—

In those 8 audits, the firms performed bookkeeping or
other services related to the accounting records or financial statements of the brokers or dealers. In addition,
some of the firms also prepared journal entries or source
data underlying the financial statements of the broker or
dealer.

r

In 2 of the 8 attestation engagements, firms assisted the brokers or dealers in the preparation
of their exemption reports.

.19 Deficiencies found related to the financial statement audit were as
follows:

r

ARA-GEN .16

Deficiencies related to auditing revenue. The PCAOB identified 1
or more deficiencies in 80 of the 115 audits selected for inspection.
The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 11 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform, or did
not sufficiently perform, risk assessment procedures for
revenue, which contributed to deficiencies in these firms'
revenue-testing procedures.

—

In 42 of the audits inspected, the extent of testing was
insufficient for material classes of revenue transactions,
including commission revenue, trading gains and losses,
and advisory fees.

—

In 20 of the audits inspected, firms performed substantive analytical procedures that did not provide the necessary level of assurance because the firms did not (a) develop expectations that were sufficiently precise to identify misstatements, (b) establish that there was a plausible and predictable relationship between the current year
and prior year balances, (c) evaluate the reliability of the

©2016, AICPA
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data from which the auditors' expectations were developed, or (d) determine an amount of difference from the
expectation that could be accepted without further investigation.
— In 45 of the audits inspected, auditors did not perform
sufficient procedures on information produced by service
organizations used in the performance of audit procedures.

r

r

In 36 of the 45 audits, auditors obtained a service
auditor's report but did not sufficiently evaluate
the service auditor's report or consider whether
the service auditor's report provided evidence
about the design and operating effectiveness of
the controls being relied upon.
In 9 of the 45 audits, auditors used as audit evidence statements and other information the broker or dealer obtained from its service organization. The auditors did not obtain and evaluate the
service auditor's report or perform their own procedures related to the accuracy and completeness
of the information the service auditors used in
their audits.

— In 17 of the audits inspected, when auditing revenue, auditors did not test the accuracy and completeness of the
information produced by the broker or dealer that was
used as audit evidence. Examples of such information included trade blotters, account statements, and schedules
or spreadsheets prepared by broker or dealer personnel.

r

— In 52 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures to test the relevant assertions for revenue. For example, firms did not (a) evaluate whether the
terms of the underlying contractual arrangements were
appropriately considered in recognizing revenue; (b) test
whether the values used for assets under management
to calculate fees were accurate or complete; (c) determine
whether the commission rates used to calculate commission revenue were consistent with the underlying agreements; (d) evaluate whether revenue recognition policies
were in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP); or (e) evaluate the effect on the financial statements of recognizing commission revenue on a
settlement date rather than on a trade date basis, as required under FASB ASC 940, Financial Services—Broker
and Dealers.
Deficiencies related to auditing financial statement presentation
and disclosures. The PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in
43 of the 115 audits selected for inspection. The following further
describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 28 of the audits inspected, firms did not identify the
omission of required disclosures pertaining to areas such

©2016, AICPA
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as the policy for revenue recognition, related parties, or
related party transactions.

r

—

In 12 of the audits inspected, disclosures in the financial statements appeared to be incomplete or inaccurate,
but the firms either did not identify that these disclosures were incomplete or did not respond to evidence that
was inconsistent with disclosures included in the financial statements including the notes to the financial statements.

—

In 16 of the audits inspected, firms did not evaluate the
broker's or dealer's classification of fair value measurements of certain assets and liabilities within the hierarchy required by FASB ASC 820, Fair Value Measurement.

—

In 8 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures regarding whether the broker's or
dealer's financial statements were presented fairly in
conformity with GAAP.

—

In 10 of the audits inspected, firms did not identify and
appropriately address instances where the broker's or
dealer's financial statements were inconsistent with the
requirements of SEC Form X-17A-5, including 8 audits
in which the broker or dealer presented multiple significant categories of revenue as a single line item on the
statement of operations.

Deficiencies related to auditing related party transactions. The
PCAOB identified deficiencies in 27 of the 85 audits in which
the auditor's procedures to test related parties and related party
transactions were selected for inspection. The following further
describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 26 of the audits inspected, firms identified related parties or material related party transactions, including service agreements, fee arrangements, or intercompany balances, yet the firms did not perform procedures, or did not
perform sufficient procedures, to test the transactions.

r
r

—

AAG-GEN .19

In 3 of the 26 audits, firms identified related
parties or material related party transactions,
but did not perform any procedures to test those
transactions.
In 15 of the 26 audits, related party revenue
and expenses were based on allocations between
the broker or dealer and its parent or affiliates,
but firms did not test amounts allocated to the
brokers or dealers, or test the basis for the allocations and the computation of the allocated
amounts.

In 1 of the audits inspected, the firm was aware of the
broker-dealer's related entities and that it had examined
certain of the broker-dealer's transactions with these entities that were disclosed in the financial statements.

©2016, AICPA
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The firm, however, did not perform sufficient procedures
to identify and evaluate all material transactions with
these related entities. Specifically, although the firm was
aware of a material class of revenue transactions with the
same related entities, the firm did not consider the revenue transactions in the performance of its related party
evaluation.

r

Deficiencies related to auditing risks of material misstatement due
to fraud. The PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in 24 of the
57 audits selected for inspection. The following further describes
the identified deficiencies:
— In 5 of the audits inspected, firms did not identify improper revenue recognition as a fraud risk, and there was
no documentation or other persuasive evidence indicating how the firms overcame the presumption that improper revenue recognition is a fraud risk.
— In 5 of the audits inspected, auditors failed to perform inquiries of the audit committee or equivalent (or its chair),
management, or others within the company about the
risks of material misstatement.
— In 16 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures to test the appropriateness of journal
entries recorded in the general ledger and other adjustments made in the preparation of the financial statements. Specifically, firms failed to perform one or more
of the following procedures required by AS 2401, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA,
PCAOB Standards and Related Rules):

r
r
r
r

Obtain an understanding of the entity's financial
reporting process and the controls over journal
entries and other adjustments;
Identify and select journal entries and other adjustments for testing;
Determine the timing of the testing; or
Inquire of individuals involved in the financial
reporting process about inappropriate or unusual
activity relating to the processing of journal entries and other adjustments

AS 2401 also provides that journal entry testing ordinarily should focus on journal entries made at the end of a
reporting period. In 4 of the 16 audits, firms failed to test
journal entries made at the end of the reporting period. In
addition, in 13 of the 16 audits, firms did not test the completeness of the population of journal entries from which
they selected a sample for journal entry testing.
— In 12 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient audit procedures to specifically address assessed
fraud risks related to improper revenue recognition.
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Deficiencies related to auditing fair value measurements. The
PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in 19 of the 43 audits
selected for inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 13 of the audits inspected, firms did not obtain a sufficient understanding of the broker's or dealer's process
for determining fair values.

r

r

—

In 17 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures to test the valuation of securities.

r

r
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For example, in several audits involving securities with fair values based on unobservable
inputs or inputs other than those from quoted
prices in active markets, firms did not obtain an
understanding of the methods and assumptions
internally developed or obtained from third parties that were used by the broker or dealer to determine the fair value of securities.
Additionally, in 1 audit, the firm's understanding of the methods and assumptions used by the
broker-dealer to determine the fair value of securities was limited to obtaining a description
of the broker-dealer's valuation methodology and
the firm did not further consider the inputs used
by the broker-dealer to determine the fair value
of securities that were described by the brokerdealer as being illiquid and infrequently traded.

For example, some firms limited their procedures
to obtaining a confirmation from a clearing broker or dealer or an account statement from a custodian and performed no additional procedures
to test the valuation of securities. Other firms
failed to perform sufficient procedures to evaluate whether security valuations internally produced by the brokers or dealers or obtained by
the brokers or dealers from third parties were
representative of fair value given the lack of observable inputs, recent trades, or low trade volume prior to year end. In other instances, firms
used in their testing the same valuation source as
the one used by the broker or dealer and did not
perform procedures to evaluate whether the valuation source provided values indicative of fair
value at year end.
In addition, in 1 of the 17 audits, the firm obtained prices from a third-party pricing source
and, for securities with significant differences
between the prices from the third-party pricing
source and the recorded prices, the firm obtained
additional prices from an alternate source that
were not significantly different from the recorded
prices and, based on that alternate pricing
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r

evidence, accepted the recorded prices. The firm
did not, however, perform procedures to evaluate
whether the price from the alternate source was
more indicative of the securities' fair values at
year end.
Deficiencies related to auditing receivables and payables. The
PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in 14 of the 67 audits
selected for inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 10 of the audits inspected, the extent of testing was insufficient for a receivable or payable account balance, including commission receivables and payables to brokers
and dealers and clearing organizations.
— In 3 of the audits inspected, deficiencies related to external confirmation procedures were identified in which
firms did not (a) perform procedures to confirm accounts
receivable or establish an appropriate basis for not performing confirmation procedures or (b) perform alternative procedures on nonresponses to address the assessed
risks of material misstatement.
— In 5 of the audits inspected, observations related to the
testing of receivables and payables that were the result
of auditors not obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the accuracy and completeness of information the auditor used in its audit that was produced by
the broker or dealer or the broker's or dealer's service organization.

.20 Deficiencies found related to the supporting schedules were as follows:

r

Deficiencies related to the net capital rule. The PCAOB identified 1
or more deficiencies in 34 of the 115 audits selected for inspection.
The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 7 of the audits inspected, firms did not test whether
the broker's or dealer's reported required minimum net
capital was determined by the broker or dealer in accordance with SEC Rule 15c3-1(a)(2).
— In 6 of the audits inspected, firms did not sufficiently
evaluate whether adjustments were made in accordance
with the requirements of SEC Rule 15c3-1.

r

In 2 of these audits, firms did not evaluate
whether the amounts of the subordinated loans
that were added to net worth in the determination of net capital were approved by the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) in accordance with paragraph (d) and Appendix D of SEC
Rule 15c3-1.

— In 18 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform
sufficient procedures to test the broker's or dealer's
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classification of allowable and nonallowable assets when
computing net capital.

r

—

In 18 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures related to haircuts on securities. In all
18 audits, firms did not perform procedures to evaluate
whether the appropriate haircut percentages were applied by the broker or dealer to its securities, including
evaluating the relevant characteristics of the securities.

—

In 9 of the audits inspected, firms did not evaluate
the completeness of the reported amounts of operational charges and other deductions from the broker's or
dealer's net capital.

—

In 3 of the audits inspected, firms did not identify the
omission of certain required disclosures.

r

r

r
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In 4 of the 18 audits, firms did not perform
sufficient procedures to evaluate whether commissions receivable pursuant to the Investment
Company Act of 1940 Rule 12b-1 were allowable
assets under SEC Rule 15c3-1.

In 2 of these audits, firms did not identify the
omission of the disclosure of minimum net capital
and excess net capital in the broker's or dealer's
computation of net capital that was included as
supplemental information accompanying the audited financial statements filed with the SEC
pursuant to the instructions to Part II of SEC
Form X-17A-5 in accordance with SEC Rule 17a5(d)(2)(ii).
In another audit, the firm did not identify differences between the computation of net capital
included as supplemental information accompanying the financial statements and the computation included in the Financial and Operational
Combined Uniform Single (FOCUS) report that
appeared to be material. The firm also did not
identify that the supplemental information did
not include the reconciliation of these differences
required by SEC Rule 17a-5(d)(2)(iii).

Deficiencies related to the customer protection rule. The PCAOB
identified 1 or more deficiencies in 16 of the 30 audits selected for
inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 10 of the audits inspected, firms did not test, or did not
sufficiently test, the completeness and accuracy of customer debits or credits included in the customer reserve
supporting schedule.

—

In 12 of the audits inspected, firms did not perform sufficient procedures to test the broker's or dealer's possession
or control supporting schedules.
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— In 2 of the audits inspected, firms did not identify the
omission of certain required supporting disclosures.
— In 2 of the audits inspected, other deficiencies were identified related to customer protection. In 1 audit, a deficiency was identified in the firm's testing of the brokerdealer's customer reserve supporting schedule because
the firm did not identify and appropriately address that
the broker-dealer's reported customer reserve included
cash that was deposited with an affiliated bank, contrary
to the requirements of SEC Rule 15c3-3(e)(5).
.21 Other deficiencies found related to the audit were as follows:

r

Deficiencies related to auditor's reporting on the financial statements and supporting schedules. The PCAOB identified 1 or more
deficiencies in 9 of the 115 audits selected for inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 7 of the audits inspected, the portion of the auditor's report on the supplemental information did not include, or did not properly include, one or more of the
elements required by paragraph .10 of AS 2701, Auditing Supplemental Information Accompanying Audited
Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and
Related Rules). For example, it was observed that the auditor's report (a) did not identify a supporting schedule
that the firm had audited and that the broker or dealer
filed with its financial statements; (b) identified a schedule that the broker or dealer did not file with its financial statements; (c) did not include a statement that the
audit procedures performed included performing procedures to test the accuracy and completeness of the information presented in the supplemental information; or (d)
did not include a statement that, in forming the auditor's
opinion, the auditor evaluated whether the supplemental information, including its form and content, complied,
in all material respects, with the specified regulatory requirements.

r

In 1 of the 7 audits, the auditor's report stated
that the firm conducted its audit in accordance
with GAAS rather than in accordance with
PCAOB standards, as required by SEC Rule 17a5.

— In 2 of the audits inspected, the auditor's report was incorrectly dated prior to the date on which the auditor obtained sufficient appropriate evidence.

r
r
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In 1 audit, the auditor's report was dated prior to
the date through which management evaluated
subsequent events, as disclosed in the notes to
the financial statements.
In 1 audit, the firm reached conclusions regarding matters necessary to support its auditor's report after the date of the auditor's report.
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Deficiencies related to audit documentation. The PCAOB identified
1 or more deficiencies in 9 of the 115 audits selected for inspection.
The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 11 of the audits inspected, firms did not complete an
engagement completion document.

r
r

—

In 19 of the audits inspected, firms prepared an engagement completion document but did not include one or
more relevant required items, such as the results of auditing procedures performed in response to significant
risks, or the identification and evaluation of uncorrected
misstatements.

—

In 4 of the audits inspected, audit documentation matters
were identified. PCAOB standards require that a complete and final set of audit documentation be assembled
for retention as of a date not more than 45 days after
the release date of the auditor's report (documentation
completion date). PCAOB standards further require that
any documentation added after the documentation completion date indicate the date the information was added,
the name of the person who prepared the additional documentation, and the reason for adding it.

r
r

r
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In 10 of these 11 audits, firms also did not complete an engagement completion document in the
related examination or review engagements.
In 1 of the 11 audits, the broker did not file either
a compliance report or an exemption report.

In 3 of the 4 audits, firms did not complete a final
set of audit documentation within 45 days of the
report release date.
In 2 of the 3 audits, firms added documentation
more than 45 days after the report release date
but failed to document the date added or the reasons for adding audit documentation.

Deficiencies related to engagement quality review. The PCAOB
identified 1 or more deficiencies in 66 of the 115 audits selected
for inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 7 of the audits inspected, firms did not have an engagement quality review performed for the audit prior to
issuance of the engagement report. In all 7 of these audits, the firms also did not have an engagement quality
review performed for the related review attestation engagement.

—

In 59 of the audits inspected, the engagement quality
review was not sufficient. For example, the engagement
quality reviewer did not (a) evaluate the engagement
team's assessment of, and audit responses to, significant
risks identified by the engagement team, including fraud
risks; (b) review the engagement team's evaluation of the
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firm's independence in relation to the engagement; (c) review the engagement completion document and confirm
with the engagement partner that there were no significant unresolved matters; or (d) review the engagement
report.
— In 5 of the audits inspected, the engagement quality reviewer did not meet the required qualifications. For example, in 2 audits, the engagement quality reviewer was
not a partner or individual in an equivalent position at
the firm. In another 2 audits, the reviewer did not appear
to possess the level of knowledge and competence related
to accounting, auditing, and financial reporting required
in order to serve as the engagement quality reviewer for
a broker or dealer audit given the frequency and nature
of other audit deficiencies identified from the inspection
of the respective audit. In 1 audit, the reviewer served
as the engagement partner for the preceding audit and
the firm did not qualify to be exempt from the two-year
cooling-off period.
.22 Deficiencies found related to audit committee communications were
as follows:

r

Deficiencies related to independence communications to the audit
committee
— In 12 of the 115 audits inspected, firms did not comply with PCAOB Rule 3526, Communication with Audit
Committees Concerning Independence (AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules). Specifically, in these 12
audits, firms did not affirm in writing to the broker's or
dealer's audit committee that they were independent of
the brokers or dealers in compliance with PCAOB Rule
3520, Auditor Independence (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules).

.23 Deficiencies found related to attestation engagements were as follows:

r

Deficiencies related to examination procedures. The PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in 21 of the 27 attestation engagements selected for inspection related to examination procedures.
The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 10 of the examinations inspected, firms did not sufficiently plan the examination because the firms did not
(a) identify and evaluate the design and implementation
of relevant controls over compliance; (b) assess the risks
associated with related parties that were relevant to compliance and controls over compliance; (c) obtain an understanding of the nature and frequency of customer complaints; or (d) assess the risk of fraud, including the risk
of misappropriation of customer assets.
— In 20 of the examinations inspected, firms did not perform or did not sufficiently perform tests of controls over
compliance.
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—

r

In 7 of the examinations inspected, firms did not perform
sufficient procedures to support their conclusions regarding whether the broker or dealer was in compliance with
SEC Rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3(e) as of the end of its fiscal year. Specifically, the firms did not perform the procedures required on the schedules the broker or dealer used
to determine compliance in accordance with paragraph 1
of PCAOB Attestation Standard No. 1, Examination Engagements Regarding Compliance Reports of Brokers and
Dealers (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules).

Deficiencies related to review procedures. The PCAOB identified 1
or more deficiencies in 30 of the 87 attestation engagements selected for inspection related to review procedures. The following
further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 6 of the reviews inspected, firms did not gain an understanding of the broker's or dealer's exemption conditions
and consider certain risk factors in performing necessary
inquiries and other review procedures.

—

In 27 of the reviews inspected, the firms' inquiries and
other review procedures were insufficient.

—

In 3 of the reviews inspected, firms had information that
indicated that the broker or dealer had exceptions that
were not disclosed and the firms did not address these
situations in their reports.

—

In 3 of the reviews inspected, firms did not perform all
required review procedures. Specifically, in 1 review, the
firm did not identify and appropriately address an instance in which the broker-dealer's exemption report was
dated prior to the end of the period in which the brokerdealer stated that it complied with the identified exemption provisions. In addition, in 2 other reviews, firms did
not obtain written representations from management of
the brokers or dealers.

.24 Other deficiencies found related to examination engagements were as
follows:

r
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Deficiencies related to examination documentation. The PCAOB
identified deficiencies in 3 of the 27 examinations selected for inspection. The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
—

In 2 of the examinations inspected, firms did not complete
an engagement completion document for the examination or include required documentation related to the examination in an engagement completion document prepared in connection with the corresponding audit.

—

In 1 of the examinations inspected, the firm prepared
an engagement completion document but did not include
in it the actions taken to address significant findings or
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r

issues, including risks requiring special consideration by
the auditor.
Deficiencies related to engagement quality review in an examination engagement. The PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in
13 of the 27 examinations selected for inspection. The following
further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 13 of the examinations inspected, the engagement
quality reviewer did not perform a sufficient review.
For example, the engagement quality reviewer did not
(a) identify that the engagement team did not perform
some of the examination procedures necessary in the circumstances of the engagement, such as identifying and
testing controls that were important to the engagement
team's conclusion about whether or not the broker or
dealer maintained effective internal control over compliance; (b) review the engagement team's evaluation of the
firm's independence in relation to the engagement; or (c)
review the engagement completion document.
— In 1 of the examinations inspected, the reviewer served
as the engagement partner for the preceding audit and
the firm did not qualify to be exempt from the two-year
cooling-off period. In another examination, the engagement quality reviewer was not a partner or individual in
an equivalent position to a partner of the firm.

.25 Other deficiencies found related to review engagements were as follows:

r

Deficiencies related to the review report. The PCAOB identified 1 or
more deficiencies in 21 of the 27 attestation engagements selected
for inspection related to review procedures. The following further
describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 11 of the reviews inspected, the review report did
not comply with the requirements of PCAOB Attestation Standard No. 2, Review Engagements Regarding Exemption Reports of Brokers and Dealers (AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules).

r

— In 4 of the reviews inspected, the review report was dated
prior to the date of the broker's or dealer's exemption report or dated prior to the date the auditor obtained the
broker's or dealer's management representation letter.
Deficiencies related to the review documentation. The PCAOB
identified 1 or more deficiencies in 15 of the 87 attestation engagements selected for inspection related to review procedures.
The following further describes the identified deficiencies:
— In 8 of the reviews inspected, firms did not complete an
engagement completion document for the review or include required documentation related to the review in
an engagement completion document prepared in connection with the corresponding audit.
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—

In 5 of the reviews inspected, firms prepared an engagement completion document but did not include in it one
or more required items related to the review, such as actions taken to address significant risks identified by the
firm related to a broker's or dealer's compliance with the
applicable exemption provisions.

—

In 3 of the reviews inspected, deficiencies were identified
related to documentation matters.

r

In 2 of the 3 engagements, firms did not complete
a final set of audit documentation within 45 days
of the report release date.
— In 1 of the 2 engagements, the firm added
documentation more than 45 days after the
report release date but failed to document
the date added or the reasons for adding the
documentation.

r

Deficiencies related to engagement quality review in a review engagement. The PCAOB identified 1 or more deficiencies in 30 of
the 87 attestation engagements selected for inspection related to
review procedures. The following further describes the identified
deficiencies:
—

In 7 of the reviews inspected, firms did not have an engagement quality review performed for the review. In addition, 4 of these 7 firms did not have an engagement
quality review performed for any of their broker or dealer
reviews during the period covered by the inspections.

—

In 23 of the reviews inspected, the engagement quality
reviewer did not perform a sufficient review. For example, the engagement quality reviewer did not (a) identify
that the engagement team did not perform some of the
review procedures necessary in the circumstances of the
engagement, such as making necessary inquiries of management and evaluating whether the evidence obtained
indicated that one or more of the broker's or dealer's assertions were not fairly stated; (b) review the engagement
team's evaluation of the firm's independence in relation
to the engagement; or (c) review the engagement completion document.

—

In 3 of the reviews inspected, the engagement quality reviewer did not meet the required qualifications. For example, in 1 review, the engagement quality reviewer was
not a partner or individual in an equivalent position at
the firm.

.26 The PCAOB stated that it plans to perform inspections of 75 firms,
covering portions of approximately 115 audit and attestation engagements of
brokers and dealers during 2016. The PCAOB will continue to focus on areas
with deficiencies noted from past inspections.
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.27 The interim inspection program was designed to cover a cross section
of audits of SEC-registered broker-dealers. The inspection program will continue until new rules for a permanent program are adopted and become effective. In accordance with the temporary rule regarding the interim inspection
program, a report containing results of the inspections performed must be issued annually. As directed by the rule, the report does not name audit firms
inspected, unlike the individual inspection reports of public company auditors.
However, during each inspection, deficiencies were discussed with the firm. Any
deficiencies that were considered to be significant were communicated to the
firm in writing.
.28 The report states that PCAOB staff is currently working to develop a
rule proposal for the board to consider during 2016 to establish a permanent
inspection program. Until a permanent inspection program is in place, audits
of issuer and nonissuer broker-dealers will remain subject to inspection under the PCAOB interim inspection program. Additionally, audits of nonissuer
broker-dealers will remain subject to peer review under the AICPA peer review
standards until such time that the AICPA Peer Review Board votes to exclude
them from the scope of the standards.

Updated Mortality Tables for Deﬁned Beneﬁt Plans
.29 In October 2014, the Society of Actuaries (SOA) released the RP-2014
base mortality tables and MP-2014 generational improvement scale, the first
update to the SOA's pension plan mortality tables in more than a decade.
An important motivation for this update was the requirement in IRC Section 430(h)(3) for the Secretary of the Treasury to review "applicable mortality rates" for various qualified plan funding requirements at least every
10 years.
.30 After further study, the SOA issued an updated generational improvement scale (MP-2015) to be used in conjunction with the RP-2014 mortality
tables. MP-2015 does not change the base-level mortality; however, it reflects a
lower level of improvement in life expectancies in the future than the MP-2014
scale did. As a result, MP-2015 may result in a decrease of the benefit obligation relative to calculations made using RP-2014 and the MP-2014 generational
improvement scale.
.31 The mortality assumptions for nondisabled participants currently
mandated by the IRS for minimum funding purposes are based on RP-2000 tables projected with mortality improvement scale AA. Certain Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) measures, including the determination of the
PBGC variable rate premium, rely on the mortality basis applicable to minimum funding valuations.
.32 The higher benefit obligation translated to a decrease in funded status
even though there has been no change in the value of the plan assets. This
change will also cause lump sum payout amounts to be higher, an increase
in the amount of annual contributions to maintain funded status, and higher
PBGC variable-rate premiums. The use of RP-2014 and its related generational
improvement scale, MP-2015, is not required; a mortality table that is reflective
of actual plan experience must be used. More information and a copy of the
report is available at www.soa.org.
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Audit and Attestation Issues and Developments
The AICPA Enhancing Audit Quality Initiative
.33 The CPA profession is highly regarded for its commitment to excellence and to protecting the public. In the face of increased business complexity,
we must strive to continue providing quality services. As a result, the AICPA
launched the Enhancing Audit Quality (EAQ) initiative in May 2014, followed
by A 6-Point Plan to Improve Audits in May 2015. EAQ is a holistic effort to
consider auditing of private entities through multiple touch points, especially
where quality issues have emerged. The goal is to align the objectives of all
audit-related AICPA efforts in order to improve audit performance.

6-Point Plan to Improve Audits
.34 In August 2014, the AICPA published a discussion paper seeking feedback from practitioners and other stakeholders on ways to accomplish the goal
of improving audit quality. The paper, "Enhancing Audit Quality: Plans and
Perspectives for the U.S. CPA Profession," outlines ideas and plans for driving
improved performance through all aspects of the audit process.
.35 More than 860 respondents commented on the discussion paper. Also,
many groups shared their input as they discussed the issue with the AICPA
during conferences, meetings, and other forums.
.36 This 6-Point Plan summarizes the outcomes of all those efforts and
provides the U.S. CPA profession with a roadmap to improved audits. The six
areas are as follows:

r

r

Pre-licensure
—

The AICPA CPA Examinations team is in the midst of
a comprehensive research effort to develop the next version of the CPA exam, launching in 2017. The next version of the CPA exam is designed to increase assessment
of higher-order skills, such as critical thinking and professional skepticism.

—

The AICPA is working with the College Board to establish a high school Advanced Placement course in accounting. Such a course would attract highly talented students
likely to seek the CPA credential.

—

The Accounting Doctoral Scholars program funds doctoral students with real-world experience who concentrate on audit.

Standards and ethics
—

r

CPA learning and support
—
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Standards set the requirements and processes for the audit engagement and the firm's quality control system. Following the audit and quality control standards, while adhering to the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, will
result in a quality audit.

AICPA | CIMA Competency and Learning website. The
AICPA launched this site in February 2015, offering a
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new way for CPAs to approach learning and competency
development. The site includes competencies covering
technical, business, people, and leadership skills in various areas, as well as ethics, integrity, and professionalism.
— Employee Benefit Plan and Governmental Audit Quality
Centers' resources, tools, and training.
— Center for Plain English Accounting.

r

— Audit guides, risk alerts, and practice aids.
Peer Review
— Focus on greater-risk industries and areas, including
EBP and single audits.
— More significant remediation including pre-issuance reviews and aggressive follow-up; root cause analysis (for
poor and good quality).

r
r

— Termination from peer review after repeat quality issues.
Practice Monitoring of the Future
— Long-term initiative for near real-time, ongoing monitoring of firm quality checks using robust technological platform.
Enforcement
— Aggressive investigation of all referrals of deficiencies.
— Enhanced coordination with state boards of accountancy
having ability to restrict license to practice.
— Reinforced Code of Professional Conduct rules on due
care.

.37 More information and additional EAQ resources are available at
www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/PeerReview/Pages/EAQ.aspx

Cybersecurity
.38 Malicious cyber-attacks against public and private companies and various agencies of the federal government have highlighted the growing cybersecurity risk to organizations of all sizes, in all sectors. Regulatory agencies
recently have increased their interest in cybersecurity issues related to personally identifiable information and misappropriation of assets.
.39 In 2014, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ) issued an alert, "Cybersecurity and the External Audit." This alert provides guidance to better understand the auditor's responsibility related to cybersecurity. Although the CAQ
focuses on public entities and their audits, the information in the alert can
be helpful to auditors of nonpublic entities as well. The CAQ alert is found at
www.thecaq.org/docs/alerts/caqalert_2014_03.pdf?sfvrsn=2.
.40 Additional resources are also available at the AICPA Cybersecurity Resource Center at www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/FRC/AssuranceAdvisory
Services/Pages/cyber-security-resource-center.aspx.
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Auditing Standards Board
Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements
.41 The AICPA's Auditing Standards Board (ASB) has issued Statement
on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 131, Amendment to Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 122 Section 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 700), to clarify the
format of the auditor's report that should be issued when the auditor conducts
an audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB, but the audit is not
under the jurisdiction of the PCAOB.
.42 An audit is "under the jurisdiction of the PCAOB" if, to perform that
audit, the auditor is required to be registered with, and subject to inspection
by, the PCAOB. This is required of auditors of certain entities, including issuers
and nonissuer brokers and dealers registered with the SEC.
.43 When the audit is under the jurisdiction of the PCAOB, the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct requires members to conduct the audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB, but the audit is not required to also
be conducted in accordance with GAAS.
.44 However, when the audit is not under the jurisdiction of the PCAOB
but the entity desires, or is required by an agency, by a regulator, or by contractual agreement, to obtain an audit conducted under PCAOB standards, the
AICPA Code of Professional Conduct requires the auditor to also conduct the
audit in accordance with GAAS. Examples of entities whose audits are not
within the jurisdiction of the PCAOB include clearing agencies and futures
commission merchants registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), as well as certain other entities registered with the CFTC that
are not also SEC-registered brokers and dealers.
.45 SAS No. 131 addresses the different reporting requirements of GAAS
and the auditing standards of the PCAOB. When the auditor refers to the standards of the PCAOB in addition to GAAS in the auditor's report, SAS No. 131
requires the auditor to use the form of report required by the standards of the
PCAOB, amended to state that the audit was also conducted in accordance with
GAAS.
.46 The amendments are effective for audits of financial statements for
periods ending on or after June 15, 2016; however, application of the SAS before
the effective date is permitted.

Integrated Audits
.47 As a result of its Attestation Clarity Project, the ASB has issued SAS
No. 130, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
AU-C sec. 940).
.48 The ASB concluded that, because engagements performed under AT
section 501, An Examination of an Entity's Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit of Its Financial Statements, as well
as related Attestation Interpretation No. 1, "Reporting Under Section 112 of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act" (AICPA, Professional Standards, AT sec. 9501 par. .01–.07), are required to be integrated with
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an audit of financial statements, it is appropriate to move the content of AT
section 501 from the attestation standards into GAAS.2
.49 AT section 501 and the related attestation interpretation will be withdrawn when SAS No. 130 becomes effective. When drafting SAS No. 130, the
intention of the ASB was to adhere as closely as possible to AT section 501
and AS 2201, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is
Integrated With an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules), while aligning with GAAS and avoiding unintended consequences in practice. SAS No. 130 also amends various sections in SAS No. 122,
Statements on Auditing Standards: Clarification and Recodification (AICPA,
Professional Standards), in order to integrate the SAS into GAAS.
.50 SAS No. 130 includes the following changes:

r
r

r

The auditor will be required to examine and report directly on
the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. There
is no longer an option to examine and report on management's
assertion about the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting.
The term significant account or disclosure used in AT section
501 has been changed to significant class of transactions, account
balance, or disclosure to align with terminology used in existing
GAAS and clarify that the risk factors the auditor is required to
evaluate in the identification of significant classes of transactions,
account balances, and disclosures and their relevant assertions
are the same in the audit of internal control over financial reporting as in the audit of the financial statements.
The SAS allows, as does AT section 501, the auditor to use the
work of internal auditors and others in obtaining evidence about
the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. Although AU-C section 610, Using the Work of Internal Auditors,
does not discuss "others," the SAS requires the auditor planning
to use the work of others in the audit of internal control over financial reporting to adapt and apply, as necessary, the requirements
of AU-C section 610, including the need for others to apply a systematic and disciplined approach.

.51 SAS No. 130 is effective for integrated audits for periods ending on or
after December 15, 2016.

Accounting and Review Services Committee
Reviews Performed in Accordance With International Standards
.52 In February 2016, the AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee issued Interpretation No. 1, "Considerations Related to Reviews Performed in Accordance With International Standard on Review Engagements
(ISRE) 2400 (Revised), Engagements to Review Historical Financial Statements" (AICPA, Professional Standards, AR-C sec. 9090 par. .01–.02), of AR-C
section 90, Review of Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards).
The interpretation provides guidance on the elements required to be included

2

All AT sections can be found in AICPA Professional Standards.
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in the accountant's report when the engagement was performed in accordance
with ISRE 2400. A sample report is also included in the interpretation.

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
Improper Alteration of Audit Documentation
.53 In September 2014, the PCAOB issued Staff Audit Practice Alert No.
14, Improper Alteration of Audit Documentation (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules, PCAOB Staff Guidance, sec. 400), to emphasize that improperly altering audit documentation in connection with a PCAOB inspection
or investigation violates PCAOB rules requiring cooperation with the board's
oversight activities and can result in disciplinary actions with severe consequences. Improperly altering audit documentation is also inconsistent with an
auditor's professional duty to act with integrity and as a gatekeeper in the public securities markets. Evidence identified in connection with certain recent
oversight activities has heightened the staff 's concern about such misconduct.
.54 Auditors should have a clear understanding of the requirements related to revising or supplementing documentation in compliance with PCAOB
standards, which are described in the following paragraphs. They should also
understand that PCAOB staff is attentive to, and follows up on, indications
of possible departures from those requirements, particularly in circumstances
suggesting that auditors may have altered audit documentation in an attempt
to avoid detection of audit deficiencies by PCAOB inspections or enforcement
staff. The consequences of providing improperly altered audit documentation to
PCAOB inspectors or investigators may in many cases be far more severe than
would be the consequences of the PCAOB staff identifying the audit deficiency
that the revisions to the documentation attempt to obscure.
.55 AS 1215, Audit Documentation (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules), establishes general requirements for documentation that auditors should prepare and retain in connection with engagements conducted pursuant to PCAOB standards. Among other things, AS 1215 states that "[a]udit
documentation should be prepared in sufficient detail to provide a clear understanding of its purpose, source, and the conclusions reached." AS 1215 also
provides that auditors "must have completed all necessary auditing procedures
and obtained sufficient evidence to support the representations in the auditor's
report" prior to the report release date. AS 1215 goes on to state, "[a] complete
and final set of audit documentation should be assembled for retention as of a
date not more than 45 days after the report release date (documentation completion date)."
.56 PCAOB standards recognize that "[c]ircumstances may require additions to audit documentation after the report release date" and set forth requirements for making any such additions.
.57 PCAOB Rule 4006, Duty to Cooperate with Inspectors, requires that
"[e]very registered public accounting firm, and every associated person of a registered public accounting firm...cooperate with the Board in the performance
of any Board inspection." This duty to cooperate includes an obligation not to
provide improperly altered documents or misleading information in connection
with the board's inspection processes.
.58 Improper alteration of audit documentation in connection with an inspection undermines the integrity of the board's inspection processes and, as a
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result, impedes the board's efforts to improve audit quality and fulfill its mission to protect investors and further the public interest in the preparation of
informative, accurate, and independent audit reports. Changes and additions to
audit documentation, if any, following the documentation completion date must
be made strictly in accordance with AS 1215. To reduce the risk of improper alteration of audit documentation in connection with a PCAOB inspection, it is
important for registered firms to take actions to assure that (1) working papers
are properly archived; (2) working papers, once archived, are not improperly
altered; and (3) the documentation provided to PCAOB inspectors for an audit is the originally archived documentation for that audit (supplemented, as
appropriate, in accordance with AS 1215).

Common Peer Review Findings
.59 In order to be admitted to or retain their membership in the AICPA,
members who are engaged in the practice of public accounting in the United
States or its territories are required to be practicing as partners or employees of firms enrolled in an approved practice-monitoring program. If practicing
in firms that are not eligible to enroll, members must enroll in an approved
practice-monitoring program if the services performed by such a firm or individual are within the scope of the AICPA's practice-monitoring standards, and
the firm or individual issues reports purporting to be in accordance with AICPA
professional standards.
.60 Firms have peer reviews because of the public interest in the quality of
the accounting, auditing, and attestation services provided by public accounting firms. In addition, firms indicate that peer review contributes to the quality
and effectiveness of their practices. Furthermore, most state boards of accountancy require their licensees to undergo peer review, or compliance assurance,
to practice in their state. Other regulators require peer review in order to perform engagements and issue reports under their standards.
.61 Firms are encouraged to remain current with changes in the standards because the standards are the basis for peer reviews. Training and frequently asked questions about the AICPA Peer Review Program can be found
at www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/PeerReview/Pages/PeerReviewHome.aspx.
.62 The most common findings in recent peer reviews, as released by the
peer review division of the AICPA, are as follows:

r

Failure to date the auditor's report appropriately, such as dating
the report significantly earlier than the date of the review of the
working papers and the release date
— Paragraph .41 of AU-C section 700, Forming an Opinion
and Reporting on Financial Statements, states that the
auditor's report should be dated no earlier than the date
on which the auditor has obtained sufficient appropriate
audit evidence on which to base the auditor's opinion on
the financial statements, including evidence that

r
r
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AU-C section 240, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit, addresses the auditor's responsibilities relating to fraud in an audit of financial statements.
It expands on how AU-C section 315 and AU-C section
330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed
Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained, are
to be applied regarding risks of material misstatement
due to fraud.

Failure to appropriately document planning procedures relating
to risk assessment and the linkage of risks to the procedures performed
—

r

The clarified auditing standards became effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after
December 15, 2012. The exhibit "Illustrations of Auditor's
Reports on Financial Statements" in AU-C section 700
provides examples of clarified auditor's reports.

Failure to appropriately address fraud considerations
—

r

AU-C section 230, Audit Documentation, addresses the
auditor's responsibility to prepare audit documentation
for an audit of financial statements. The specific documentation requirements of other AU-C sections do not
limit the application of this section. Law, regulation, or
other standards may establish additional documentation
requirements.

Auditor's report not updated for clarified auditing standards
—

r

AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling, provides guidance
about how to perform sampling during an audit engagement. However, if the sampling methodology is not documented, then the reviewer may not be able to evaluate
whether the procedure provided appropriate audit evidence.

Failure to include audit documentation that contains sufficient
competent evidence to support the firm's opinion on the financial
statements
—

r

management has asserted that they have taken
responsibility for those financial statements.

Failure to adequately document sampling methodology
—

r

Audit Risk Alert

AU-C section 315 addresses the auditor's responsibilities
relating to risk assessment and the linkage of the identified risks to the planned audit procedures. AU-C section
330 addresses the auditor's responsibility to design and
implement responses to the risks of material misstatements identified and assessed by the auditor during the
planning of the audit.

Failure to communicate or document required communications
with those charged with governance
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— AU-C section 260, The Auditor's Communication With
Those Charged With Governance, establishes guidance
regarding the auditor's requirements and provides guidance regarding the auditor's responsibility to communicate with those charged with governance regarding the
audit. AU-C section 265, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit, addresses the
auditor's responsibility to appropriately communicate to
those charged with governance any management deficiencies in internal control that the auditor has identified
in an audit of financial statements.

Developments in Peer Review
.63 In May 2016, the Peer Review Board issued the exposure draft Proposed Changes to the AICPA Standards for Performing and Reporting on Peer
Reviews.
.64 Historically, AICPA Peer Review Program (PRP) enrollment has been
limited to firms with an AICPA member partner. However, the AICPA has allowed entities fully involved in the administration of the PRP to use the Peer
Review Standards (standards) and related guidance to administer state CPA
society peer review programs for firms without an AICPA member partner in order to address licensing requirements for those firms. As almost all state boards
of accountancy now require peer review for licensed firms, this has led to the
development of approximately forty separate state CPA society peer review programs.
.65 Consequently, almost all entities administering the PRP are running
two peer review programs using the same standards. In total, approximately
34,000 peer reviews are administered over every three-year period. Administering dual programs is burdensome, resulting in an inefficient use of resources.
The dual programs also cause confusion because, although the distinction is
not widely recognized, the state CPA society programs are not a part of the
PRP. Therefore, they are not included in the AICPA's oversight or fair procedures processes. Although this difference in the peer review programs is likely
unnoticeable to the public, it is important. Expanding the PRP's enrollment
eligibility will increase consistency, efficiency, and effectiveness in the performance and administration of peer reviews. This change also expands the effect
of important AICPA initiatives such as EAQ and practice monitoring of the
future.

Attestation Clarity Project
.66 The ASB has completed clarifying Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs or attestation standards) and has issued its
clarified attestation standards as SSAE No. 18, Attestation Standards: Clarification and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards). SSAE No. 18 was
issued in April 2016 and will be effective for practitioners' reports dated on or
after May 1, 2017.
.67 The attestation standards establish requirements for performing
and reporting on examination, review, and agreed-upon procedures engagements that enable practitioners to report on subject matter ordinarily other
than financial statements, for example, an entity's compliance with laws or
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regulations, the effectiveness of an entity's controls over the security of a system, and the fairness of the presentation of a statement of greenhouse gas emissions.
.68 The attestation standards are developed and issued in the form of
SSAEs and are codified into sections. The identifier "AT-C" is used to differentiate the sections of the clarified attestation standards (AT-C sections) in AICPA
Professional Standards from the sections of the attestation standards that are
superseded by SSAE No. 18 (AT sections).
.69 In clarifying the attestation standards, the ASB used the following
special drafting conventions to make the standards easier to read, understand,
and apply:

r
r
r
r
r

Establishing objectives for each AT-C section
Including a definitions section, when relevant, in each AT-C section
Separating requirements from application and other explanatory
material
Numbering application and other explanatory material paragraphs using an "A" prefix and presenting them in a separate section that follows the requirements section
Using formatting techniques, such as bulleted lists, to enhance
readability

Restructuring the Attestation Standards
.70 The attestation standards provide for three types of services—
examination, review, and agreed-upon procedures. SSAE No. 18 restructures
the attestation standards so that the applicability of any AT-C section of the
attestation standards to a particular engagement depends on the type of service provided and the subject matter of the engagement.
.71 AT-C section 105, Concepts Common to All Attestation Engagements,3
contains requirements and application guidance applicable to all attestation
engagements. AT-C sections 205, Examination Engagements; 210, Review Engagements; and 215, Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements (AICPA, Professional Standards), each contain additional requirements and application guidance specific to the type of service performed. The applicable requirements and
application guidance for any attestation engagement are contained in at least
two AT-C sections: AT-C section 105 and either AT-C section 205, 210, or 215,
depending on the type of service provided.
.72 Incremental performance and reporting requirements and application
guidance unique to five subject matters are included in the subject matter–
specific AT-C sections. Those sections address prospective financial information, pro forma financial information, compliance attestation, controls at a service organization relevant to user entities' internal control over financial reporting, and management's discussion and analysis (formerly AT section 701).
The applicable requirements and application guidance for a subject matter–
specific engagement are contained in three AT-C sections: AT-C section 105;
AT-C section 205, 210, or 215, depending on the type of service provided; and
the applicable subject matter section.
3

All AT-C sections can be found in AICPA Professional Standards.
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Creating Engagements to Meet Client Needs
.73 Although SSAE No. 18 addresses four specific subject matters, what
makes the attestation standards so unique is that they enable a practitioner to
report on almost any subject matter, as long as

r
r
r
r
r

the party responsible for the subject matter is someone other than
the practitioner and takes responsibility for the subject matter,
the subject matter is appropriate,
the criteria to be used in evaluating the subject matter are suitable and available,
the practitioner expects to be able to obtain the evidence needed to
arrive at the practitioner's opinion, conclusion, or findings through
access to information and unrestricted access to people who can
provide such evidence, and
the practitioner's opinion, conclusion, or findings are to be contained in a written practitioner's report.

.74 Paragraph .25 of AT-C section 105 and the related application guidance provide greater detail about these preconditions.
.75 The attestation standards provide a framework (a set of rules) for creating an attestation engagement that meets client needs. The types of engagements that may be performed are only limited by the preconditions in paragraph .25 of AT-C section 105 and the practitioner's and client's creativity.

What’s New?
.76 In addition to the restructuring of the attestation standards, the following are some of the more significant changes to the attestation standards
introduced by SSAE No. 18:

r

r

Separate discussion of review engagements. SSAE No. 18 separates the detailed procedural and reporting requirements for review engagements from their counterparts for examination engagements. The resulting guidance more clearly differentiates the
services, highlighting the similarity of a review under the SSAEs
to a review under the Statements on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services.
Required representation letters. AT section 101, Attest Engagements, of the existing attestation standards, discusses representation letters but does not require them. (However, certain existing subject matter–specific AT sections require the practitioner to
obtain a representation letter.) SSAE No. 18 requires the practitioner to request a written representation letter in all attestation
engagements. However, if a responsible party who is not the engaging party refuses to provide the practitioner with a representation letter, the practitioner would not necessarily be required to
conclude that a scope limitation exists if the practitioner is able
to obtain satisfactory oral responses from the responsible party
to the matters ordinarily included in the representation letter.
In these circumstances, use of the examination or review report
would be restricted to the engaging party.
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Risk assessment for examination engagements. SSAE No. 18 requires practitioners to obtain a more in-depth understanding of
the development of the subject matter than currently required
in order to better identify the risks of material misstatement in
an examination engagement. This, in turn, should lead to an improved linkage between assessed risks and the nature, timing, and
extent of attestation procedures performed in response to those
risks.
Incorporation of detailed requirements. SSAE No. 18 incorporates
a number of detailed requirements (such as the need for an engagement letter or equivalent and the need for written representations in examinations and reviews) that are similar to those contained in SASs. SSAE No. 18 adopts these requirements based on
the ASB's belief that a service that results in a level of assurance
similar to that obtained in an audit or review of historical financial statements should generally consist of similar requirements.
Scope limitation imposed by the engaging party or the responsible
party. Paragraph .74 of AT section 101 indicates that when restrictions that significantly limit the scope of the engagement are
imposed by the engaging party or the responsible party, the practitioner generally should disclaim an opinion or withdraw from the
engagement. SSAE No. 18 does not contain the same requirement;
instead, it indicates that based on the practitioner's assessment of
the effect of the scope limitation, the practitioner should express
a qualified opinion, disclaim an opinion, or withdraw from the engagement (when withdrawal is possible under applicable laws or
regulations).

What is Superseded?
.77 SSAE No. 18 supersedes all of the existing attestation standards with
the following exceptions:

r
r

AT section 501. AT section 501 has been clarified and issued as
SAS No. 130 because it addresses an examination of internal control that is integrated with an audit of financial statements.
AT section 701, Management's Discussion and Analysis. AT section 701 will not be clarified because practitioners rarely perform
these engagements; it will be retained in the attestation standards
in its current form.

AT-C Sections
.78 SSAE No. 18 contains the following AT-C sections:
AT-C Preface
AT-C section 105, Concepts Common to All Attestation Engagements
AT-C section 205, Examination Engagements
AT-C section 210, Review Engagements
AT-C section 215, Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements
AT-C section 305, Prospective Financial Information
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AT-C section 310, Reporting on Pro Forma Financial Information
AT-C section 315, Compliance Attestation
AT-C section 320, Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a Service
Organization Relevant to User Entities' Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
AT-C section 395, Management's Discussion and Analysis

Revenue Recognition
Overview
.79 On May 28, 2014, the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) and FASB issued a joint accounting standard on revenue recognition
to address a number of concerns regarding the complexity and lack of consistency surrounding the accounting for revenue transactions. Consistent with
each board's policy, FASB issued Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 201409, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606), and the IASB issued
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 15, Revenue from Contracts
with Customers. FASB ASU No. 2014-09 will amend the FASB Accounting Standards Codification′ (ASC) by creating topic 606, Revenue from Contracts with
Customers, and subtopic 340-40, Other Assets and Deferred Costs—Contracts
with Customers. The guidance in ASU No. 2014-09 provides what FASB describes as a framework for revenue recognition and supersedes or amends several of the revenue recognition requirements in FASB ASC 605, Revenue Recognition, as well as guidance within the 900 series of industry-specific topics.
.80 As part of the boards' efforts to converge U.S. GAAP and IFRSs, the
standard eliminates the transaction- and industry-specific revenue recognition
guidance under current GAAP and replaces it with a principles-based approach
for revenue recognition. The intent is to avoid inconsistencies of accounting
treatment across different geographies and industries. In addition to improving comparability of revenue recognition practices, the new guidance provides
more useful information to financial statement users through enhanced disclosure requirements. FASB and the IASB have essentially achieved convergence
with these standards, with some minor differences related to the collectibility threshold, interim disclosure requirements, early application and effective
date, impairment loss reversal, and nonpublic entity requirements.
.81 The standard applies to any entity that either enters into contracts
with customers to transfer goods or services or enters into contracts for the
transfer of nonfinancial assets, unless those contracts are within the scope of
other standards (for example, insurance or lease contracts).

Effective or Applicability Date
.82 On August 12, 2015, FASB issued ASU No. 2015-14, Revenue from
Contracts with Customers (Topic 606): Deferral of the Effective Date, to allow
entities additional time to implement systems, gather data, and resolve implementation questions. This update allows for public business entities, certain not-for-profit entities, and certain employee benefit plans to apply the
new requirements to annual reporting periods beginning after December 15,
2017, including interim reporting periods within that reporting period. Earlier
application is permitted only as of annual reporting periods beginning after
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December 15, 2016, including interim reporting periods within that reporting
period.
.83 All other entities will now apply the guidance in ASU No. 2014-09 to
annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2018, and interim reporting periods within annual reporting periods beginning after December 15,
2019. Application is permitted earlier only as of an annual reporting period beginning after December 15, 2016, including interim reporting periods within
that reporting period, or an annual reporting period beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim reporting periods within annual reporting periods
beginning one year after the annual reporting period in which an entity first
applies the guidance in ASU No. 2014-09. It is not expected that any additional
deferrals of ASU No. 2014-09 will be issued.

Overview of the New Guidance
.84 The core principle of the revised revenue recognition standard is that
an entity should recognize revenue to depict the transfer of goods or services
to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity
expects to be entitled in exchange for those good or services.
.85 To apply the proposed revenue recognition standard, ASU No. 2014-09
states that an entity should follow these five steps:
1. Identify the contract(s) with a customer.
2. Identify the performance obligations in the contract.
3. Determine the transaction price.
4. Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the
contract.
5. Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance
obligation.
.86 Under the new standard, revenue is recognized when a company satisfies a performance obligation by transferring a promised good or service to
a customer (which is when the customer obtains control of that good or service). See the following discussion of the five steps involved when recognizing
revenue under the new guidance.

Understanding the Five-Step Process
Step 1: Identify the Contract(s) With a Customer
.87 ASU No. 2014-09 defines a contract as "an agreement between two or
more parties that creates enforceable rights and obligations." The new standard
affects contracts with a customer that meet the following criteria:

r
r
r
r
r
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It has the approval (in writing, orally, or in accordance with other
customary business practices) and commitment of the parties.
The rights of the parties are identified.
The payment terms are identified.
The contract has commercial substance.
It is probable that the entity will collect substantially all the consideration to which it will be entitled in exchange for the goods or
services that will be transferred to the customer.
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.88 A contract does not exist if each party to the contract has the unilateral enforceable right to terminate a wholly unperformed contract without
compensating the other party (parties).

Step 2: Identify the Performance Obligations in the Contract
.89 A performance obligation is a promise in a contract with a customer
to transfer a good or service to the customer.
.90 At contract inception, an entity should assess the goods or services
promised in a contract with a customer and identify as a performance obligation (possibly multiple performance obligations) each promise to transfer to the
customer either

r
r

a good or service (or bundle of goods or services) that is distinct or
a series of distinct goods or services that are substantially the
same and that have the same pattern of transfer to the customer.

.91 A good or service that is not distinct should be combined with other
promised goods or services until the entity identifies a bundle of goods or services that is distinct. In some cases, that would result in the entity accounting
for all the goods or services promised in a contract as a single performance
obligation.

Step 3: Determine the Transaction Price
.92 The transaction price is the amount of consideration (fixed or variable)
the entity expects to receive in exchange for transferring promised goods or
services to a customer, excluding amounts collected on behalf of third parties.
To determine the transaction price, an entity should consider the effects of

r
r
r
r
r

variable consideration,
constraining estimates of variable consideration,
the existence of a significant financing component,
noncash considerations, and
consideration payable to the customer.

.93 If the consideration promised in a contract includes a variable amount,
then an entity should estimate the amount of consideration to which the entity
will be entitled in exchange for transferring the promised goods or services to
a customer. An entity would then include in the transaction price some or all
of an amount of variable consideration only to the extent that it is probable
that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognized will
not occur when the uncertainty associated with the variable consideration is
subsequently resolved.
.94 An entity should consider the terms of the contract and its customary
business practices to determine the transaction price.

Step 4: Allocate the Transaction Price to the Performance Obligations in
the Contract
.95 The transaction price is allocated to separate performance obligations
in proportion to the standalone selling price of the promised goods or services.
If a standalone selling price is not directly observable, then an entity should
estimate it. Reallocation of the transaction price for changes in the standalone
selling price is not permitted. When estimating the standalone selling price,
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entities can use various methods, including the adjusted market assessment
approach, expected cost plus a margin approach, and residual approach (only
if the selling price is highly variable and uncertain).
.96 Sometimes, the transaction price includes a discount or a variable
amount of consideration that relates entirely to one of the performance obligations in a contract. Guidance under the new standard specifies when an entity should allocate the discount or variable consideration to one (or some) performance obligation(s), rather than to all the performance obligations in the
contract.

Step 5: Recognize Revenue When (or as) the Entity Satisﬁes a
Performance Obligation
.97 The amount of revenue recognized when transferring the promised
good or service to a customer is equal to the amount allocated to the satisfied
performance obligation, which may be satisfied at a point in time or over time.
Control of an asset refers to the ability to direct the use of, and obtain substantially all the remaining benefits from, the asset. Control also includes the
ability to prevent other entities from directing the use of, and obtaining the
benefits from, an asset.
.98 When a performance obligation is satisfied over time, the entity should
select an appropriate method for measuring its progress toward complete satisfaction of that performance obligation. The standard discusses methods of
measuring progress, including input and output methods, and how to determine which method is appropriate.

Additional Guidance Under the New Standard
.99 In addition to the five-step process for recognizing revenue, ASU No.
2014-09 also addresses the following areas:

r
r
r

Accounting for incremental costs of obtaining a contract, as well
as costs incurred to fulfill a contract
Licenses
Warranties

.100 Lastly, the new guidance enhances disclosure requirements by requiring entities to include more information about specific revenue contracts
entered into, including performance obligations and the transaction price.

Transition Resource Group
.101 Due to the potential for significant changes that may result from
the issuance of the new standard, FASB and the IASB have received an abundance of implementation questions from interested parties. To address these
questions, the boards have formed a joint Transition Resource Group (TRG) for
revenue recognition to promote effective implementation and transition to the
converged standard.
.102 Since the issuance of the standard, the TRG has met several times to
discuss implementation issues raised by concerned parties and actions to take
to address these issues. Refer to FASB's TRG website for more information
on this group and the status of their efforts, including meeting materials and
meeting summaries.
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Latest Developments
.103 Based on discussions held thus far on individual areas affected by
the new standard, the TRG informed the boards that technical corrections are
needed to further articulate the guidance in the standard. As a result, FASB
has issued updates to clarify guidance on performance obligations, licensing,
principal versus agent considerations, and other narrow-scope improvements
and practical expedients.
.104 ASU No. 2016-08, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606): Principal versus Agent Considerations (Reporting Revenue Gross versus
Net), was issued in March 2016 to clarify the guidance in FASB ASC 606 with
respect to principal versus agent. There is little disagreement that an entity
who is a principal recognizes revenue in the gross amount of consideration
when a performance obligation is satisfied. An entity who is an agent (collecting revenue on behalf of the principal) recognizes revenue only to the extent
of the commission or fee that the agent collects. With this ASU, FASB hopes
to eliminate the potential diversity in practice when determining whether an
entity is a principal or an agent by clarifying the following:

r
r
r

An entity determines whether it is a principal or an agent for each
distinct good or service.
An entity determines the nature of each specified good or service
(including whether it is a right to a good or service).
When an entity is a principal, it obtains control of
— a good or another asset from another party that it then
transfers to the customer;
— a right to a service that will be performed by another
party, which gives the entity the ability to direct that
party to provide the service to the customer on the entity's behalf; or

r

— a good or service from another party that the entity combines with other goods or services to provide the specified
good or service to the customer.
Indicators in the assessment of control may be more or less relevant or persuasive, or both, to the control assessment, depending
on the facts and circumstances.

.105 Additional illustrative examples are provided in ASU No. 2016-08 to
further assist practitioners in applying this guidance. The effective date of this
update is in line with the guidance in ASU No. 2014-09.
.106 ASU No. 2016-10, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606): Identifying Performance Obligations and Licensing, was issued in April
2016 to reduce potential for diversity in practice at initial application of FASB
ASC 606, as well as to reduce the cost and complexity of applying FASB ASC
606 at transition and on an ongoing basis. When identifying promised goods
and services in a contract, this ASU states that entities

r

are not required to assess whether promised goods or services are
performance obligations if they are immaterial to the contract.
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can elect to account for shipping and handling activities as an activity to fulfill promises within the contract rather than as an additional promised service.

.107 When assessing whether promised goods or services are distinct, this
ASU emphasizes the need to determine whether the nature of the promise is
to transfer

r
r

each of the goods or services or
a combined item (or items) to which the promised goods or services
are inputs.

.108 With regard to licensing, ASU No. 2016-10 clarifies whether revenue
should be recognized at a point in time or over time based on whether the license
provides a right to use an entity's intellectual property or a right to access the
entity's intellectual property. Specifically,

r

r

if the intellectual property has significant standalone functionality, the license does not include supporting or maintaining that
intellectual property during the license period. Therefore, the performance obligation would be considered satisfied at a point in
time. Examples of this type of intellectual property include software, biological compounds or drug formulas, and media.
licenses for symbolic intellectual property include supporting or
maintaining that intellectual property during the license period
and, therefore, are considered to be performance obligations satisfied over time. Examples of symbolic intellectual property include
brands, team or trade names, logos, and franchise rights.

.109 Lastly, ASU No. 2016-10 provides clarification on implementation
guidance on recognizing revenue for a sales-based or usage-based royalty
promised in exchange for a license of intellectual property. The effective date of
this ASU is in line with the guidance in ASU No. 2014-09.
.110 In addition to ASU Nos. 2016-08 and 2016-10, ASU No. 2016-12, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606): Narrow-Scope Improvements
and Practical Expedients, was issued in May 2016. Topics covered in this ASU
include

r

r
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clarification on contract modifications. This amendment permits
an entity to determine and allocate the transaction price on the
basis of all satisfied and unsatisfied performance obligations in a
modified contract as of the beginning of the earliest period presented in accordance with the guidance in FASB ASC 606. An entity would not be required to separately evaluate the effects of
each contract modification. An entity that chooses to apply this
practical expedient would apply the expedient consistently to similar types of contracts.
how to assess the collectibility criterion. The amendment introduces new criteria to meet the collectibility requirement. An entity should assess the collectibility of the consideration promised
in a contract for the goods or services that will be transferred to
the customer, rather than assessing the collectibility of the consideration promised in the contract for all the promised goods or
services.
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how to report sales taxes and similar taxes. This amendment
states that an entity may make an accounting policy election to
exclude from the measurement of the transaction price all taxes
assessed by a governmental authority that are both imposed on
and concurrent with a specific revenue-producing transaction and
collected by the entity from a customer (for example, sales, use,
value added, and some excise taxes). Taxes assessed on an entity's
total gross receipts or imposed during the inventory procurement
process should be excluded from the scope of the election. An entity that makes this election should exclude from the transaction
price all taxes in the scope of the election and should comply with
the applicable accounting policy guidance, including disclosure requirements.
when to measure noncash consideration. This amendment clarifies that the measurement date for noncash consideration is contract inception. If the fair value of the noncash consideration
varies because of the form of the consideration and for reasons
other than the form of the consideration, an entity should apply
the guidance on variable consideration only to the variability resulting from reasons other than the form of the consideration.
how to apply transition guidance. This amendment clarifies that,
for purposes of transition, a completed contract is a contract for
which all (or substantially all) the revenue was recognized under legacy GAAP before the date of initial application. Accounting
for elements of a contract that do not affect revenue under legacy
GAAP is irrelevant to the assessment of whether a contract is complete. In addition, the amendment permits an entity to apply the
modified retrospective transition method either to all contracts or
only to contracts that are not completed contracts.

.111 The effective date of this ASU aligns with the revised effective date
of the guidance in ASU No. 2014-09.
.112 FASB also issued a proposed ASU, Technical Corrections and Improvements to Update 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606), in May 2016. The proposed amendments affect narrow aspects of guidance
in ASU No. 2014-09, including but not limited to, guidance on

r
r
r
r

preproduction costs related to long-term supply arrangements,
impairment testing,
provisions for losses on construction-type and production-type
contracts, and
disclosure of remaining performance obligations.

.113 Comments on this proposed ASU were due July 2, 2016. Refer to
FASB's website for more information on these updates.

Conclusion
.114 Upon implementation of the new standard, consistency of revenue
recognition principles across geography and industries will be enhanced, and
financial statement users will be provided better insight through improved
disclosure requirements. To provide CPAs with guidance during this time of
transition, the AICPA's Financial Reporting Center (FRC) offers invaluable
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resources on the topic, including a roadmap to ensure that companies take the
necessary steps to prepare themselves for the new standard. In addition, the
FRC includes a list of conferences, webcasts, and other products to keep you
informed on upcoming changes in revenue recognition. To stay updated on the
latest information available on revenue recognition, refer to www.aicpa.org/
INTERESTAREAS/FRC/ACCOUNTINGFINANCIALREPORTING/REVENU
ERECOGNITION/Pages/RevenueRecognition.aspx.

New Leases Standard Will Change Financial
Statement Presentation
Issuance and Objective
.115 On February 25, 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic
842). The objective of the ASU is to increase transparency and comparability
in financial reporting by requiring balance sheet recognition of leases and note
disclosure of certain information about lease arrangements. This ASU codifies
the new FASB ASC topic 842, Leases, and makes conforming amendments to
other FASB ASC topics.
.116 The new FASB ASC topic on leases consists of these subtopics:

r
r
r
r
r

Overall
Lessee
Lessor
Sale and Leaseback Transactions
Leveraged Lease Arrangements

Applicability and Effective Date
.117 ASU No. 2016-02 is applicable to any entity that enters into a lease
and is effective as follows:

Fiscal Years
Beginning After

Interim Periods
Within Fiscal
Years Beginning
After

Public companies, which
include public business
entities, certain not-for-profit
entities with conduit financing
arrangements, and employee
benefit plans

December 15, 2018

December 15, 2018

All other entities

December 15, 2019

December 15, 2020

.118 FASB ASC 842 applies to all leases and subleases of property, plant,
and equipment; it specifically does not apply to the following nondepreciable
assets accounted for under other FASB ASC topics:

r
r
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Leases of intangible assets
Leases to explore for or use nonregenerative resources such as
minerals, oil, and natural gas
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Leases of biological assets, such as timber
Leases of inventory
Leases of assets under construction

Main Provisions
Identifying a Lease
.119 Key changes in the guidance are illustrated by comparing the definition of a lease in FASB ASC 840, Leases (extant GAAP), and FASB ASC 842.
FASB ASC 840

FASB ASC 842

An agreement conveying the right
to use property, plant, or
equipment (land and/or
depreciable assets) usually for a
stated period of time.

A contract, or part of a contract, that
conveys the right to control the use of
identified property, plant, or equipment
(an identified asset) for a period of time
in exchange for consideration.

.120 The identification of a lease under FASB ASC 842 should be based
on the presence of key elements in the definition.

Separating Components of a Lease Contract
.121 Under FASB ASC 842, a contract that contains a lease should be
separated into lease and nonlease components. Separation should be based on
the right to use; each underlying asset should be considered to be separate from
other lease components when both of the following criteria are met:

r
r

The lessee can benefit from the right-of-use of the asset (either
alone or with other readily available resources).
The right-of-use is neither highly dependent on nor highly interrelated with other underlying assets in the contract.

.122 The consideration in the contract should be allocated to the separate
lease and nonlease components in accordance with provisions of FASB ASC
842.
.123 Lessees can make an accounting policy election to treat both lease
and nonlease elements as a single lease component.

Lease Classiﬁcation
.124 When a lease meets any of the following specified criteria at commencement, the lease should be classified as a finance lease by the lessee and
as a sales-type lease by the lessor. These criteria can be summarized as follows:

r
r
r

The lease transfers ownership to the lessee.
The purchase option is reasonably certain to be exercised.
The lease term is for the major portion of asset's remaining economic life.
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The present value of lease payments and the residual value exceeds substantially all of the fair value of the underlying asset.
The specialized nature of the underlying asset results in no expectation of alternative use after the lease term.

.125 If none of the preceding criteria are met, the lease should be classified
as follows:
Lessee—classify as an operating lease
Lessor—classify as an operating lease unless (1) the present value of
the lease payments and any residual value guarantee equals or exceeds substantially all of the fair value of the underlying asset and (2)
it is probable that the lessor will collect the lease payments plus any
residual value guarantee. If both of these summarized criteria from
FASB ASC 842-10-25-3 are met, the lessor should classify the lease as
a direct financing lease.

Lease Term and Measurement
.126 The lease term is the noncancellable period of the lease together with
all of the following:

r
r
r

The period covered by the option for the lessee to extend the lease
if the option is reasonably certain to be exercised
The period covered by the option for the lessee to terminate the
lease if reasonably certain not to be exercised
The period covered by the option for the lessor to extend or not
terminate the lease if the option is controlled by the lessor

.127 Lease payments relating to use of the underlying asset during the
lease term include the following at the commencement date:

r
r
r
r
r
r

Fixed payments less incentives payable to lessee
Variable lease payments based on an index or other rate
The exercise price of an option to purchase the underlying asset if
the option is reasonably certain to be exercised
Payments for penalties for terminating a lease if the lease term
reflects exercise of the lessee option
Fees paid by the lessee to the owners of a special purpose entity
for structuring the lease
For the lessee only, the amounts probable of being owed under
residual value guarantees

.128 Lease payments specifically exclude the following:

r
r
r
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Certain other variable lease payments
Any guarantee by the lessee of the lessor's debt
Certain amounts allocated to nonlease components
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.129 Reassessment of the lease term and purchase options and subsequent
remeasurement by either the lessee or lessor are limited to certain specified
circumstances.

Lessee Accounting
Recognition and Measurement
Commencement Date
.130 At the commencement date of the lease, a lessee should recognize
a right-of-use asset and a lease liability; for short-term leases, an alternative
accounting policy election is available.
.131 The lease liability should be measured at the present value of the
unpaid lease payments. The right-of-use asset should consist of the following:
the amount of the initial lease liability; any lease payments made to the lessor
at or before the commencement date minus any incentives received; and initial
direct costs.
.132 A short-term lease is defined by the FASB ASC master glossary as "a
lease that, at the commencement date, has a lease term of 12 months or less
and does not include an option to purchase the underlying asset that the lessee
is reasonably certain to exercise." The accounting policy election for short-term
leases should be made by class of underlying asset. The election provides for
recognition of the lease payments in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over
the lease term and variable lease payments in the period in which the obligation
for those payments is incurred.

After the Commencement Date
.133 After the commencement date, the lessee should recognize in profit
or loss (unless costs are included in the carrying amount of another asset) the
following:

r

Finance leases
— Amortization of the right-of-use asset and interest on the
lease liability
— Variable lease payments not included in the lease liability in the period obligation is incurred

r

— Any impairment
Operating leases
— A single lease cost calculated such that the remaining
cost is allocated on a straight-line basis over the remaining lease term (unless another allocation is more representative of the benefit from use of the asset)
— Variable lease payments not included in the lease liability in the period in which the obligation is incurred
— Any impairment

Subsequent Measurement
.134 FASB ASC 842-20-35 provides guidance for subsequent measurement. Topics addressed in this ASC section include the following:
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Remeasuring the lease liability
Amortizing the right-of-use asset
Assessing impairment of the right-of-use asset
Amortizing leasehold improvements
Subleases

Presentation and Disclosure
.135 Key presentation matters include the following:

r

Statement of financial position
—

r

r

Separate presentation of right-of-use assets and lease liabilities from finance leases and operating leases

Statement of comprehensive income
—

For finance leases, the interest expense on the lease liability and amortization of right-of-use assets in a manner consistent with how the entity presents other interest expense and depreciation or amortization of similar
assets

—

For operating leases, the expense to be included in the
lessee's income from continuing operations

Statement of cash flows
—

For presentation within financing activities, the repayment of the principal portion of the lease liability arising
from finance leases

—

For presentation within operating activities, the payments arising from operating leases; interest payments
on the lease liability; variable lease payments and shortterm lease payments not included in lease liability

.136 Disclosure requirements include qualitative and quantitative information for leases, significant judgements (such as significant components of a
lease), and amounts recognized in the financial statements, including certain
specified information and amounts.

Lessor Accounting
Recognition and Measurement
.137 FASB ASC 842 provides recognition guidance for sales-type leases,
direct financing leases, and operating leases. The following table summarizes
the guidance:

ARA-GEN .135
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Sales-Type Leases
At the Commencement Date
Lessor should derecognize the
underlying asset and recognize
the following:
a. Net investment in the
lease (lease receivable and
unguaranteed residual
asset)
b. Selling profit or loss
arising from the lease
c. Initial direct costs as an
expense

After the Commencement Date
Lessor should recognize all of the
following:
a. Interest income on the net
investment in the lease
b. Certain variable lease
payments
c. Impairment

Direct Financing Leases
At the Commencement Date
Lessor should derecognize the
underlying asset and recognize
the following:
a. Net investment in the
lease (lease receivable and
unguaranteed residual
asset reduced by selling
profit)
b. Selling loss arising from
the lease, if applicable

After the Commencement Date
Lessor should recognize all of the
following:
a. Interest income on the net
investment in the lease
b. Certain variable lease
payments
c. Impairment

Operating Leases
At the Commencement Date
Lessor should defer initial direct
costs.

After the Commencement Date
Lessor should recognize all of the
following:
a. The lease payments as income
in profit or loss over the lease
term on a straight-line basis
(unless another method is more
representative of the benefit
received)
b. Certain variable lease
payments as income in profit or
loss
c. Initial direct costs as an
expense over the lease term on
the same basis as lease income

.138 FASB ASC 842-30-35 provides guidance for subsequent measurement. Topics addressed in this ASC section include the following:

r

Impairment of the net investment in the lease
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Sale of the lease receivable
Accounting for the underlying asset at the end of the lease term
Subleases

Presentation and Disclosure
.139 Key presentation matters for sales-type and direct financing leases
include the following:

r

r

r

Statement of financial position
—

Separate presentation of lease assets (that is, aggregate
of lessor's net investment in sales-type leases and direct
financing leases) from other assets

—

Classified as current or noncurrent based on the same
considerations as other assets

Statement of comprehensive income
—

Presentation of income from leases in the statement
of comprehensive income or disclosure of income from
leases in the notes with a reference to the corresponding
line in the statement of comprehensive income

—

Presentation of profit or loss recognized at commencement date in a manner appropriate to lessor's business
model

Statement of cash flows
—

For presentation within operating activities, cash receipts from leases

.140 Key presentation matters for operating leases include the following:

r

Statement of financial position
—

r

Presentation of an underlying asset subject to an operating lease, in accordance with other FASB ASC topics

Statement of cash flows
—

For presentation within operating activities, cash receipts from leases

.141 Disclosure requirements include qualitative and quantitative information for leases, significant judgements, and amounts recognized in the financial statements, including certain specified information and amounts.

Sale and Leaseback Transactions
.142 FASB ASC 842 provides guidance for both the transfer contract and
the lease in a sale and leaseback transaction (a transaction in which a sellerlessee transfers an asset to a buyer-lessor and leases that asset back). Determination of whether the transfer is a sale should be based on provisions of FASB
ASC 606. FASB ASC 842-40-25 provides measurement guidance for a transfer
that is either determined to be a sale or determined not to be a sale.
.143 FASB ASC 842-40 provides guidance for subsequent measurement,
financial statement presentation, and disclosures.
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Leveraged Lease Arrangements
.144 The legacy accounting model for leveraged leases continues to apply
to those leveraged leases that commenced before the effective date of FASB ASC
842. There is no separate accounting model for leveraged leases that commence
after the effective date of FASB ASC 842.

Other Accounting Issues and Developments
.145 Because the financial reporting standards are in a constant state of
change, it may be challenging to keep up with all the new standards as they are
issued. Auditors and preparers need to be aware of the following FASB ASUs
that have recently been issued and will become effective in the near term.

Measurement-Period Adjustments
.146 In September 2015, FASB issued ASU No. 2015-16, Business Combinations (Topic 805): Simplifying the Accounting for Measurement-Period Adjustments, as part of its simplification initiative. Stakeholders told the board
that the requirement to retrospectively apply adjustments made to provisional
amounts recognized in a business combination adds cost and complexity to financial reporting but does not significantly improve the usefulness of the information provided to users.
.147 The amendments in this ASU require that an acquirer recognize adjustments to provisional amounts that are identified during the measurement
period in the reporting period in which the adjustment amounts are determined. The amendments in this ASU require that the acquirer record, in the
same period's financial statements, the effect on earnings of changes in depreciation, amortization, or other income effects, if any, as a result of the change
to the provisional amounts, calculated as if the accounting had been completed
at the acquisition date.
.148 The amendments in this ASU require an entity to present separately
on the face of the income statement, or disclose in the notes, the portion of
the amount recorded in current-period earnings by line item that would have
been recorded in previous reporting periods if the adjustment to the provisional
amounts had been recognized as of the acquisition date. For public business
entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2015, including interim periods within those fiscal years.
The amendments in this ASU should be applied prospectively to adjustments to
provisional amounts that occur after the effective date of this ASU, with earlier
application permitted for financial statements that have not been issued.
.149 For all other entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for
fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017. The amendments in this ASU
should be applied prospectively to adjustments to provisional amounts that occur after the effective date of the ASU, with earlier application permitted for
financial statements that have not yet been made available for issuance.
.150 FASB decided that the only disclosures required at transition should
be the nature of and reason for the change in accounting principle. An entity
should disclose that information in the first annual period of adoption and in
the interim periods within the first annual period if there is a measurement-
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period adjustment during the first annual period in which the changes are
effective.

Income Taxes
.151 In November 2015, FASB issued ASU No. 2015-17, Income Taxes
(Topic 740): Balance Sheet Classification of Deferred Taxes, to reduce complexity
in accounting standards. Current GAAP requires an entity to separate deferred
income tax liabilities and assets into current and noncurrent amounts in a classified balance sheet. Stakeholders informed FASB that the requirement results
in little or no benefit to users of financial statements because the classification
does not generally align with the time period in which the recognized deferred
tax amounts are expected to be recovered or settled. In addition, there are costs
incurred by an entity to separate deferred income tax liabilities and assets into
a current and noncurrent amount.
.152 To simplify the presentation of deferred income taxes, the amendments in this ASU require that deferred tax liabilities and assets be classified
as noncurrent in a classified statement of financial position. The amendments
in this ASU apply to all entities that present a classified statement of financial
position. The current requirement that deferred tax liabilities and assets of a
tax-paying component of an entity be offset and presented as a single amount
is not affected by the amendments in this ASU.
.153 The amendments in this ASU will align the presentation of deferred
income tax assets and liabilities with IFRS.
.154 For public business entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for financial statements issued for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim periods within those annual periods.
.155 For all other entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for
financial statements issued for annual periods beginning after December 15,
2017, and interim periods within annual periods beginning after December 15,
2018.
.156 Earlier application is permitted for all entities as of the beginning of
an interim or annual reporting period. The amendments in this ASU may be applied either prospectively to all deferred tax liabilities and assets or retrospectively to all periods presented. If an entity applies the guidance prospectively,
the entity should disclose in the first interim and first annual period of change
the nature of and reason for the change in accounting principle and include
a statement that prior periods were not retrospectively adjusted. If an entity
applies the guidance retrospectively, the entity should disclose in the first interim and first annual period of change the nature of and reason for the change
in accounting principle and should disclose quantitative information about the
effects of the accounting change on prior periods.

Recognition and Measurement of Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities
.157 In January 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-01, Financial
Instruments—Overall (Subtopic 825-10): Recognition and Measurement of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities, in order to enhance the reporting
model for financial instruments to provide users of financial statements with
more decision-useful information. The amendments address certain aspects
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of recognition, measurement, presentation, and disclosure of financial instruments.
.158 FASB received feedback indicating that there is diversity in practice
in that some entities evaluate the need for a valuation allowance on a deferred
tax asset related to available-for-sale securities separately from their other deferred tax assets. The amendments in this ASU reduce diversity in current
practice by clarifying that an entity should evaluate the need for a valuation
allowance on a deferred tax asset related to available-for-sale securities in combination with the entity's other deferred tax assets.
.159 These amendments supersede the current guidance to classify equity
securities with readily determinable fair values into different categories (that
is, trading or available-for-sale) and require equity securities (including other
ownership interests, such as partnerships, unincorporated joint ventures, and
limited liability companies) to be measured at fair value with changes in the fair
value recognized through net income. An entity's equity investments that are
accounted for under the equity method of accounting or result in consolidation
of an investee are not included within the scope of this ASU. The amendments
allow equity investments that do not have readily determinable fair values to
be remeasured at fair value either upon the occurrence of an observable price
change or upon identification of an impairment. The amendments also require
enhanced disclosures about those investments. The amendments improve financial reporting by providing relevant information about an entity's equity
investments and reducing the number of items that are recognized in other
comprehensive income.
.160 The amendments in this ASU also simplify the impairment assessment of equity investments without readily determinable fair values by requiring assessment for impairment qualitatively at each reporting period. That impairment assessment is similar to the qualitative assessment for long-lived assets, goodwill, and indefinite-lived intangible assets. Upon determining that
impairment exists, an entity should calculate the fair value of that investment
and recognize as an impairment in net income any amount by which the carrying value exceeds the fair value of the investment. This impairment assessment
reduces the complexity of the other-than temporary impairment guidance entities were required to follow before the issuance of this ASU, thereby reducing
cost for preparers of the financial statements.
.161 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-01 exempt all entities that are not
public business entities from disclosing fair value information for financial instruments measured at amortized cost. In addition, for public business entities,
the amendments supersede the requirement to disclose the methods and significant assumptions used in calculating the fair value of financial instruments
required to be disclosed for financial instruments measured at amortized cost
on the balance sheet. Those changes to GAAP result in less cost for preparers
in a way that balances the need to provide users of financial statements with
information about the financial instruments.
.162 The amendments in this ASU require public business entities that
are required to disclose fair value of financial instruments measured at amortized cost on the balance sheet to measure that fair value using the exit price
notion consistent with FASB ASC 820. This change to GAAP eliminates the
entry price method previously used by some entities for disclosure purposes
for some financial assets. Previously, GAAP permitted entities an option to
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measure fair value in two different ways. This change results in increased comparability between fair values of financial instruments held by different entities and provides users with more comparable information as compared with
current practice.
.163 The amendments in this ASU require an entity to present separately
in other comprehensive income the portion of the total change in the fair value
of a liability resulting from a change in the instrument-specific credit risk when
the entity has elected to measure the liability at fair value in accordance with
the fair value option. That presentation addresses financial statement users'
feedback that presenting the total change in fair value of a liability in net income reduced the decision usefulness of an entity's net income when it had a
deterioration in its credit worthiness. This amendment excludes from net income gains or losses that the entity may not realize because those financial
liabilities are not usually transferred or settled at their fair values before maturity.
.164 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-01 require separate presentation
of financial assets and financial liabilities by measurement category and form of
financial asset (that is, securities or loans and receivables) on the balance sheet
or in the accompanying notes to the financial statements. That presentation
provides financial statement users with more decision-useful information about
an entity's involvement in financial instruments.
.165 For public business entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017, including interim periods within those fiscal years. For all other entities including not-for-profit entities and employee benefit plans within the scope of FASB ASC 960 through 965
on plan accounting, the amendments in ASU No. 2016-01 are effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, and interim periods within fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 2019. All entities that are not public business entities may adopt the amendments in this ASU early, starting with fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017, including interim periods within
those fiscal years.
.166 Early application by public business entities to financial statements
of fiscal years or interim periods that have not yet been issued or, by all other
entities, that have not yet been made available for issuance of the following
amendments in this ASU are permitted as of the beginning of the fiscal year of
adoption:
1. An entity should present separately in other comprehensive income
the portion of the total change in the fair value of a liability resulting from a change in the instrument-specific credit risk if the entity
has elected to measure the liability at fair value in accordance with
the fair value option for financial instruments.
2. Entities that are not public business entities are not required to
apply the fair value of financial instruments disclosure guidance in
the "General" subsection of FASB ASC 825-10-50.
.167 Except for the early application guidance discussed in the preceding
paragraphs, early adoption of the amendments in this ASU is not permitted.
.168 An entity should apply the amendments by means of a cumulativeeffect adjustment to the balance sheet as of the beginning of the fiscal year
of adoption. The amendments related to equity securities without readily
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determinable fair values (including disclosure requirements) should be applied
prospectively to equity investments that exist as of the date of adoption of the
update.

Transition Guidance of the Private Company Council
.169 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-03, Intangibles—
Goodwill and Other (Topic 350), Business Combinations (Topic 805), Consolidation (Topic 810), Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815): Effective Date and
Transition Guidance (a consensus of the Private Company Council), in response
to concerns raised by private company stakeholders about the required assessment of preferability when electing a private company accounting alternative
for the first time after the accounting alternative's effective date.
.170 The amendments in this ASU could affect all private companies
within the scope of ASU No. 2014-02, Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic
350): Accounting for Goodwill; No. 2014-03, Derivatives and Hedging (Topic
815): Accounting for Certain Receive-Variable, Pay-Fixed Interest Rate Swaps—
Simplified Hedge Accounting Approach; No. 2014-07, Consolidation (Topic 810):
Applying Variable Interest Entities Guidance to Common Control Leasing Arrangements; or No. 2014-18, Business Combinations (Topic 805): Accounting for
Identifiable Intangible Assets in a Business Combination.
.171 Currently, if an entity elects to adopt an accounting alternative after
its effective date, the entity must assess whether the accounting alternative
is preferable in accordance with FASB ASC 250, Accounting Changes and Error Corrections. The amendments in ASU No. 2016-03 remove the effective date
from the accounting alternatives within the scope of the ASU, making the guidance in ASU Nos. 2014-02, 2014-03, 2014-07, and 2014-18 effective immediately
by removing their effective dates. The amendments also include transition provisions that allow private companies to forgo a preferability assessment the
first time they elect the accounting alternatives within the scope of this ASU.
Forgoing an initial preferability assessment allows private companies to adopt
a private company accounting alternative within the scope of this ASU when
they experience a change in circumstances or management's strategic plan. It
also allows private companies that were unaware of an accounting alternative
to adopt the alternative without having to bear the cost of justifying preferability. Any subsequent change to an accounting policy election, however, requires
justification that the change is preferable under FASB ASC 250.
.172 The amendments in this ASU also extend the transition guidance in
ASU Nos. 2014-02, 2014-03, 2014-07, and 2014-18 indefinitely. Although this
update extends transition guidance for ASU Nos. 2014-07 and 2014-18, there
is no intention to change how transition is applied for those two updates.
.173 The amendments in this ASU became effective upon issuance.

Extinguishments of Liabilities
.174 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-04, Liabilities—
Extinguishments of Liabilities (Subtopic 405-20): Recognition of Breakage for
Certain Prepaid Stored-Value Products (a consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force), to address the current and potential future diversity in practice related to the derecognition of a prepaid stored-value product liability.
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.175 Prepaid stored-value products are products in physical and digital
forms with stored monetary values that are issued for the purpose of being
commonly accepted as payment for goods or services, for example, Visa or Mastercard prepaid debit cards. Although the holder of a prepaid stored-value product may also be permitted to redeem the product for cash, prepaid stored-value
products are not only redeemable for cash by the product holder. When an entity sells a prepaid stored-value product that is redeemable at a third-party
merchant (or merchants), it recognizes a liability for its obligation to provide
the product holder with the ability to purchase goods or services at that thirdparty merchant (or merchants). When the product holder redeems the prepaid
stored-value product, the entity's liability (or part of that liability) to the product holder is extinguished. At the same time, the entity incurs a liability to
the merchant that provided the goods or services. That liability is typically extinguished with cash through a settlement process. However, in some cases, a
prepaid stored-value product may be unused wholly or partially for an indefinite time period.
.176 Some entities support the view that the liability that exists after the
entity sells a prepaid stored-value product to its product holder and prior to
when the product holder redeems the prepaid stored-value product (prepaid
stored-value product liability) is a financial liability. Other entities support the
view that a prepaid stored-value product liability is a nonfinancial liability. Although FASB ASC 405-20 includes derecognition guidance for both financial liabilities and nonfinancial liabilities, there is currently diversity in the methodology used to recognize the portion of the dollar value of prepaid stored-value
products that is ultimately unredeemed (that is, breakage).
.177 FASB ASC 606 includes authoritative breakage guidance. However,
financial liabilities are excluded from the scope of FASB ASC 606. The guidance
in FASB ASC 606 is effective in fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017,
for public business entities, certain not-for-profit entities, and certain employee
benefit plans or fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, for all other
entities.
.178 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-04 apply to entities that offer
certain prepaid stored-value products (for example, prepaid gift cards issued
on a specific payment network and redeemable at network-accepting merchant
locations, prepaid telecommunication cards, and traveler's checks).
.179 Liabilities related to the sale of prepaid stored-value products within
the scope of this update are financial liabilities. The amendments in the ASU
provide a narrow scope exception to the guidance in FASB ASC 405-20, which
requires that breakage for those liabilities be accounted for consistently with
the breakage guidance in FASB ASC 606.
.180 The amendments in this ASU are effective for public business entities, certain not-for-profit entities, and certain employee benefit plans for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017,
and interim periods within those fiscal years. For all other entities, the amendments are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2018, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019. Earlier application is permitted, including adoption in
an interim period.
.181 The amendments in this ASU should be applied either using a
modified retrospective transition method by means of a cumulative-effect
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adjustment to retained earnings as of the beginning of the fiscal year in which
the guidance is effective or retrospectively to each period presented.

Derivatives and Hedging
Novations
.182 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-05, Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815): Effect of Derivative Contract Novations on Existing Hedge Accounting Relationships (a consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force),
to address issues related to a change in the counterparty to a derivative instrument that has been designated as the hedging instrument under FASB ASC
815, Derivatives and Hedging.
.183 The term novation, as it relates to derivative instruments, refers to
replacing one of the parties to a derivative instrument with a new party. In
practice, derivative instrument novations may occur for a variety of reasons,
including (but not limited to) financial institution mergers, intercompany transactions, an entity exiting a particular derivatives business or relationship, an
entity managing against internal credit limits, or in response to laws or regulatory requirements. The derivative instrument that is the subject of a novation
may be the hedging instrument in a hedging relationship that has been designated under FASB ASC 815.
.184 The guidance in FASB ASC 815 is not explicitly clear, however, about
the effect on an existing hedging relationship, if any, of a change in the counterparty to a derivative instrument that has been designated as a hedging instrument. Furthermore, the existing guidance, which is limited, is interpreted
and applied inconsistently in practice.
.185 Questions were raised about whether a change in the counterparty
to a derivative instrument, in and of itself, is considered to be a "termination"
of the original derivative instrument in the context of the hedge accounting
guidance in FASB ASC 815. Similarly, questions were raised about whether
the counterparty to the derivative instrument represents a "critical term" (as
that term is used in FASB ASC 815) of a hedging relationship. The answers to
those questions affect the determination of whether the novation of a derivative
instrument that has been designated as the hedging instrument in an existing
hedging relationship results in a requirement to dedesignate that hedging relationship and therefore discontinue the application of hedge accounting.
.186 ASU No. 2016-05 clarifies that a change in the counterparty to a
derivative instrument that has been designated as the hedging instrument
under FASB ASC 815 does not, in and of itself, require dedesignation of that
hedging relationship provided that all other hedge accounting criteria (including those in paragraphs 14 through 18 of FASB ASC 815-20-35) continue to be
met.
.187 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-05 apply to all reporting entities
for which there is a change in the counterparty to a derivative instrument that
has been designated as a hedging instrument under FASB ASC 815.
.188 For public business entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December
15, 2016, and interim periods within those fiscal years.
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.189 For all other entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for
financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017,
and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018.
.190 An entity has an option to apply the amendments in this ASU on
either a prospective basis or a modified retrospective basis.
.191 For entities electing the prospective approach, the amendments in
this ASU should be applied to all existing hedging relationships in which a
change in the counterparty to a derivative instrument occurs after the date an
entity adopts the amendments.
.192 For entities electing the modified retrospective approach, the amendments in this ASU should be applied to all derivative instruments that meet
all of the following conditions:
1. The derivative instrument was outstanding during all or a portion
of the periods presented in the financial statements.
2. The derivative instrument was previously designated as a hedging
instrument in a hedging relationship.
3. The hedging relationship was dedesignated solely due to a novation of the derivative instrument, and all other hedge accounting
criteria would have otherwise continued to be met.
.193 Under the modified retrospective approach, an entity should not revise its financial statements for derivative instruments that were not outstanding as of the beginning of the earliest period presented in the financial statements.
.194 Under the modified retrospective approach, derivative instruments
that were dedesignated from hedging relationships during a period presented
in the financial statements should have
1. the effect of the hedge dedesignation removed from the financial
statements for each period presented.
.195 Under the modified retrospective approach, derivative instruments
that were dedesignated from hedging relationships before the beginning of the
earliest period presented that remain outstanding during all or a portion of the
periods presented should have
1. the effect of the hedge dedesignation removed from the financial
statements for each period presented and
2. beginning retained earnings reflect a cumulative-effect adjustment
for effects to financial statements before the beginning of the earliest period presented.
.196 Under the modified retrospective approach, assessments of effectiveness and measurements of ineffectiveness required by the original hedge documentation should be performed for all periods between the date on which the
hedging relationship was dedesignated due solely to a novation and the date
on which an entity adopts the amendments in this ASU.
.197 Early adoption is permitted, including adoption in an interim period.

Contingent Put and Call Options on Debt Instruments
.198 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-06, Derivatives and
Hedging (Topic 815): Contingent Put and Call Options in Debt Instruments (a
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consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force), to resolve the diversity in
practice resulting from two approaches.
.199 FASB ASC 815 requires that embedded derivatives be separated
from the host contract and accounted for separately as derivatives if certain
criteria are met. One of those criteria is that the economic characteristics and
risks of the embedded derivatives are not clearly and closely related to the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract (the "clearly and closely
related" criterion).
.200 GAAP provides specific guidance for assessing whether call (put) options that can accelerate the repayment of principal on a debt instrument meet
the clearly and closely related criterion. The guidance states that for contingent call (put) options to be considered clearly and closely related, they can be
indexed only to interest rates or credit risk. However, that guidance raised interpretative questions that the Derivatives Implementation Group (DIG) tried
to clarify through implementation guidance in a four-step decision sequence
applicable to all call (put) options. The four-step decision sequence requires an
entity to consider whether (1) the payoff is adjusted based on changes in an
index, (2) the payoff is indexed to an underlying other than interest rates or
credit risk, (3) the debt involves a substantial premium or discount, and (4) the
call (put) option is contingently exercisable.
.201 Questions emerged about how the four-step decision sequence interacts with the original guidance for assessing embedded contingent call (put)
options in debt instruments. Two divergent approaches developed in practice.
Under the first approach, the assessment of whether contingent call (put) options are clearly and closely related to the debt host requires only an analysis
of the four-step decision sequence. Under the second approach, an assessment
of whether the event that triggers the ability to exercise the call (put) option
is indexed only to interest rates or credit risk is required in addition to the
four-step decision sequence. Those two approaches, which resulted from different interpretations of the intent of the four-step decision sequence, may result
in different conclusions about whether the embedded call (put) option is clearly
and closely related to its debt host and, thus, may result in different conclusions
about which call (put) options should be bifurcated and accounted for separately
as derivatives.
.202 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-06 clarify what steps are required
when assessing whether the economic characteristics and risks of call (put) options are clearly and closely related to the economic characteristics and risks
of their debt hosts, which is one of the criteria for bifurcating an embedded
derivative. Consequently, when a call (put) option is contingently exercisable,
an entity does not have to assess whether the event that triggers the ability to exercise a call (put) option is related to interest rates or credit risks.
The amendments are an improvement to GAAP because they eliminate diversity in practice in assessing embedded contingent call (put) options in debt
instruments.
.203 The amendments in this ASU apply to all entities that are issuers
of or investors in debt instruments (or hybrid financial instruments that are
determined to have a debt host) with embedded call (put) options.
.204 For public business entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after December
15, 2016, and interim periods within those fiscal years.
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.205 For entities other than public business entities, the amendments in
this ASU are effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2017, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2018.
.206 An entity should apply the amendments in this ASU on a modified
retrospective basis to existing debt instruments as of the beginning of the fiscal
year for which the amendments are effective. If an entity had bifurcated an
embedded derivative but is no longer required to do so as a result of applying
the amendments, the aggregate of the carrying amount of the debt host contract
and the fair value of the previously bifurcated embedded derivative will become
the carrying amount of the debt instrument at the date of adoption.
.207 If an entity is no longer required to bifurcate an embedded derivative
as a result of applying the amendments in this update, the entity has a one-time
option, as of the beginning of the fiscal year for which the amendments are effective, to irrevocably elect to measure that debt instrument in its entirety at fair
value with changes in fair value recognized in earnings. For those instruments
for which the entity elects fair value, the effects of initially complying with the
amendments as of the effective date should be reported as a cumulative-effect
adjustment directly to retained earnings as of the beginning of the fiscal year
for which the amendments are effective. The entity should elect fair value on
an instrument-by-instrument basis.
.208 Early adoption is permitted, including adoption in an interim period.
If an entity elects early adoption of the amendments in an interim period, any
adjustments should be reflected as of the beginning of the fiscal year that includes that interim period.

Investments
.209 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-07, Investments—Equity
Method and Joint Ventures (Topic 323): Simplifying the Transition to the Equity
Method of Accounting, as part of its simplification initiative.
.210 Stakeholders told FASB that the requirement to retroactively adopt
the equity method of accounting is costly and time consuming when an investment qualifies for use of the equity method as a result of an increase in the
level of ownership interest or degree of influence. Stakeholders noted that this
requirement does not provide a clear benefit to users of financial statements.
.211 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-07 eliminate the requirement
that, when an investment qualifies for use of the equity method as a result
of an increase in the level of ownership interest or degree of influence, an investor must adjust the investment, results of operations, and retained earnings
retroactively on a step-by-step basis as if the equity method had been in effect
during all previous periods that the investment had been held. The amendments require that the equity method investor add the cost of acquiring the
additional interest in the investee to the current basis of the investor's previously held interest and adopt the equity method of accounting as of the date the
investment becomes qualified for equity method accounting. Therefore, upon
qualifying for the equity method of accounting, no retroactive adjustment of
the investment is required.
.212 The amendments in this ASU require that an entity that has an
available-for-sale equity security that becomes qualified for the equity method
of accounting recognize through earnings the unrealized holding gain or loss in
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accumulated other comprehensive income at the date the investment becomes
qualified for use of the equity method.
.213 The amendments in this ASU affect all entities that have an investment that becomes qualified for the equity method of accounting as a result of
an increase in the level of ownership interest or degree of influence.
.214 The amendments in this ASU are effective for all entities for fiscal
years, and interim periods within those fiscal years, beginning after December
15, 2016. The amendments should be applied prospectively upon their effective
date to increases in the level of ownership interest or degree of influence that
result in the adoption of the equity method. Earlier application is permitted.
.215 No additional disclosures are required at transition.

Stock Compensation
.216 In March 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-09, Compensation—Stock
Compensation (Topic 718): Improvements to Employee Share-Based Payment
Accounting, as part of its simplification initiative.
.217 The areas for simplification in this ASU involve several aspects of
the accounting for share-based payment transactions, including the income tax
consequences, classification of awards as either equity or liabilities, and classification on the statement of cash flows. Some of the areas for simplification
apply only to nonpublic entities.
.218 The amendments require all excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies
(including tax benefits of dividends on share-based payment awards) be recognized as income tax expense or benefit in the income statement. The tax effects
of exercised or vested awards should be treated as discrete items in the reporting period in which they occur. An entity should also recognize excess tax
benefits regardless of whether the benefit reduces taxes payable in the current
period. Additionally, excess tax benefits should be classified along with other
income tax cash flows as an operating activity and cash paid by an employer
when directly withholding shares for tax withholding purposes should be classified as a financing activity.
.219 The amendments in this ASU allow an entity to make an entity-wide
accounting policy election to either estimate the number of awards that are
expected to vest (current GAAP) or account for forfeitures when they occur.
.220 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-09 make the threshold to qualify
for equity classification permits withholding up to the maximum statutory tax
rates in the applicable jurisdictions.
.221 Two simplifications apply only to nonpublic entities. (1) A nonpublic entity can make an accounting policy election to apply a practical expedient to estimate the expected term for all awards with performance or service
conditions that meet certain conditions. (2) A nonpublic entity can make a onetime accounting policy election to switch from measuring all liability-classified
awards at fair value to intrinsic value.
.222 In addition to those simplifications, the amendments eliminate the
guidance in FASB ASC 718 that was indefinitely deferred shortly after the issuance of FASB Statement No. 123 (revised 2004), Share-Based Payment. This
should not result in a change in practice because the guidance that is being
superseded was never effective.
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.223 The amendments in this ASU affect all entities that issue sharebased payment awards to their employees.
.224 For public business entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim periods
within those annual periods. For all other entities, the amendments are effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2017, and interim periods within annual periods beginning after December 15, 2018. Early adoption
is permitted for any entity in any interim or annual period. If an entity elects
early adoption of the amendments in an interim period, any adjustments should
be reflected as of the beginning of the fiscal year that includes that interim period. An entity that elects early adoption must adopt all of the amendments in
the same period.
.225 Amendments related to the timing of when excess tax benefits
are recognized, minimum statutory withholding requirements, forfeitures, and
intrinsic value should be applied using a modified retrospective transition
method by means of a cumulative-effect adjustment to equity as of the beginning of the period in which the guidance is adopted.
.226 Amendments related to the presentation of employee taxes paid on
the statement of cash flows when an employer withholds shares to meet the
minimum statutory withholding requirement should be applied retrospectively.
.227 Amendments requiring recognition of excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies in the income statement and the practical expedient for estimating
expected term should be applied prospectively.
.228 An entity may elect to apply the amendments related to the presentation of excess tax benefits on the statement of cash flows using either a
prospective transition method or a retrospective transition method.

Credit Losses
.229 In June 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, Financial
Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of Credit Losses on
Financial Instruments, with the objective of providing financial statement
users with more decision-useful information about the expected credit losses
on financial instruments and other commitments to extend credit held by a
reporting entity at each reporting date. To achieve this objective, the amendments in this ASU replace the incurred loss impairment methodology in
current GAAP with a methodology that reflects expected credit losses and
requires consideration of a broader range of reasonable and supportable
information to inform credit loss estimates.
.230 Current GAAP requires an "incurred loss" methodology for recognizing credit losses that delays recognition until it is probable a loss has been
incurred. Both financial institutions and users of their financial statements expressed concern that current GAAP restricts the ability to record credit losses
that are expected but do not yet meet the "probable" threshold.
.231 The global financial crisis underscored those concerns because users
analyzed credit losses by utilizing forward-looking information to assess an entity's allowance for credit losses on the basis of their own expectations. Consequently, in the lead-up to the financial crisis, users were making estimates of
expected credit losses and devaluing financial institutions before accounting
losses were recognized, highlighting the difference between the information
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needs of users and what was required by GAAP. Similarly, financial institutions expressed frustration during this period because they could not record
credit losses that they were expecting but which had not yet met the probability threshold.

Assets Measured at Amortized Cost
.232 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-13 require a financial asset (or
a group of financial assets) measured at amortized cost basis to be presented
at the net amount expected to be collected. The allowance for credit losses is a
valuation account that is deducted from the amortized cost basis of the financial
asset(s) to present the net carrying value at the amount expected to be collected
on the financial asset.
.233 The income statement reflects the measurement of credit losses for
newly recognized financial assets, as well as the expected increases or decreases
of expected credit losses that have taken place during the period. The measurement of expected credit losses is based on relevant information about past
events, including historical experience, current conditions, and reasonable and
supportable forecasts that affect the collectibility of the reported amount. An
entity must use judgment in determining the relevant information and estimation methods that are appropriate in its circumstances.
.234 The allowance for credit losses for purchased financial assets with a
more-than-insignificant amount of credit deterioration since origination (PCD
assets) that are measured at amortized cost basis is determined in a similar
manner to other financial assets measured at amortized cost basis; however, the
initial allowance for credit losses is added to the purchase price rather than being reported as a credit loss expense. Only subsequent changes in the allowance
for credit losses are recorded as a credit loss expense for these assets. Interest
income for PCD assets should be recognized based on the effective interest rate,
excluding the discount embedded in the purchase price that is attributable to
the acquirer's assessment of credit losses at acquisition.

Available-for-Sale Debt Securities
.235 Credit losses relating to available-for-sale debt securities should be
recorded through an allowance for credit losses.
.236 Available-for-sale accounting recognizes that value may be realized
either through collection of contractual cash flows or through sale of the security. Therefore, the amendments limit the amount of the allowance for credit
losses to the amount by which fair value is below amortized cost because the
classification as available for sale is premised on an investment strategy that
recognizes that the investment could be sold at fair value, if cash collection
would result in the realization of an amount less than fair value.
.237 The allowance for credit losses for purchased available-for-sale securities with a more-than-insignificant amount of credit deterioration since origination is determined in a similar manner to other available-for-sale debt securities; however, the initial allowance for credit losses is added to the purchase
price rather than reported as a credit loss expense. Only subsequent changes
in the allowance for credit losses are recorded in credit loss expense. Interest
income should be recognized based on the effective interest rate, excluding the
discount embedded in the purchase price that is attributable to the acquirer's
assessment of credit losses at acquisition.
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.238 The amendments affect entities holding financial assets and net investment in leases that are not accounted for at fair value through net income.
The amendments affect loans, debt securities, trade receivables, net investments in leases, off-balance-sheet credit exposures, reinsurance receivables,
and any other financial assets not excluded from the scope that have the contractual right to receive cash.
.239 The amendments in ASU No. 2016-13 affect an entity to varying degrees depending on the credit quality of the assets held by the entity, their duration, and how the entity applies current GAAP. There is diversity in practice
in applying the incurred loss methodology, which means that before transition
some entities may be more aligned, under current GAAP, than others to the
new measure of expected credit losses.
.240 For public business entities that are SEC filers, the amendments in
this ASU are effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019, including interim periods within those fiscal years. For all other public business
entities, the amendments in this ASU are effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2020, including interim periods within those fiscal years.
.241 For all other entities, including not-for-profit entities and employee
benefit plans within the scope of FASB ASC topics 960 through 965 on plan
accounting, the amendments in this ASU are effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2020, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2021.
.242 All entities may adopt the amendments in this ASU earlier, as of
the fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, including interim periods
within those fiscal years.
.243 An entity will apply the amendments in this ASU through a
cumulative-effect adjustment to retained earnings as of the beginning of the
first reporting period in which the guidance is effective (that is, a modified retrospective approach).
.244 A prospective transition approach is required for debt securities for
which an other-than-temporary impairment had been recognized before the effective date. The effect of a prospective transition approach is to maintain the
same amortized cost basis before and after the effective date of this ASU.
.245 Amounts previously recognized in accumulated other comprehensive
income as of the date of adoption that relate to improvements in cash flows expected to be collected should continue to be accreted into income over the remaining life of the asset. Recoveries of amounts previously written off relating
to improvements in cash flows after the date of adoption should be recorded in
earnings when received.
.246 FASB determined that the guidance in this ASU for PCD assets
should be prospectively applied to financial assets for which the guidance in
FASB ASC 310-30 has previously been applied. A prospective transition approach should be used for PCD assets where, upon adoption, the amortized
cost basis should be adjusted to reflect the addition of the allowance for credit
losses.
.247 This transition relief will avoid the need for a reporting entity to
reassess its purchased financial assets that exist as of the date of adoption to
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determine whether they would have met at acquisition the new criteria of morethan-insignificant credit deterioration since origination. The transition relief
will also allow an entity to accrete the remaining noncredit discount (based on
the revised amortized cost basis) into interest income at the effective interest
rate at the adoption date of this ASU.
.248 The same transition requirements should be applied to beneficial interests that previously applied FASB ASC 310-30 or have a significant difference between contractual cash flows and expected cash flows.

Cash Flow Statements
.249 In August 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-15, Statement of Cash
Flows (Topic 230): Classification of Certain Cash Receipts and Cash Payments
(a consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force), because stakeholders
indicated that there is diversity in practice in how certain cash receipts and
cash payments are presented and classified in the statement of cash flows under
FASB ASC 230 and other topics in FASB ASC.
.250 Current GAAP either is unclear or does not include specific guidance on the eight cash flow classification issues included in the amendments
in this ASU. The amendments are an improvement to GAAP because they provide guidance for each of the eight issues, thereby reducing the current and
potential future diversity in practice.
.251 The amendments in this ASU provide guidance on the following eight
specific cash flow issues:
Cash Flow Issue

Summary of Amendments

Debt prepayment or debt
extinguishment costs

Cash payments for debt prepayment or
debt extinguishment costs should be
classified as cash outflows for financing
activities.

Settlement of zero-coupon debt
instruments or other debt
instruments with coupon
interest rates that are
insignificant in relation to the
effective interest rate of the
borrowing

At the settlement of zero-coupon debt
instruments or other debt instruments
with coupon interest rates that are
insignificant in relation to the effective
interest rate of the borrowing, the issuer
should classify the portion of the cash
payment attributable to the accreted
interest related to the debt discount as
cash outflows for operating activities and
should classify the portion of the cash
payment attributable to the principal as
cash outflows for financing activities.
(continued)
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Cash Flow Issue

Summary of Amendments

Contingent consideration
payments made after a
business combination

Cash payments not made soon after the
acquisition date of a business
combination by an acquirer to settle a
contingent consideration liability should
be separated and classified as cash
outflows for financing activities and
operating activities. Cash payments up to
the amount of the contingent
consideration liability recognized at the
acquisition date (including
measurement-period adjustments)
should be classified as financing
activities; any excess should be classified
as operating activities. Cash payments
made soon after the acquisition date of a
business combination by an acquirer to
settle a contingent consideration liability
should be classified as cash outflows for
investing activities.

Proceeds from the settlement of
insurance claims

Cash proceeds received from the
settlement of insurance claims should be
classified on the basis of the related
insurance coverage (that is, the nature of
the loss). For insurance proceeds that are
received in a lump-sum settlement, an
entity should determine the classification
on the basis of the nature of each loss
included in the settlement.

Proceeds from the settlement of
corporate-owned life insurance
policies, including bank-owned
life insurance policies

Cash proceeds received from the
settlement of corporate-owned life
insurance policies should be classified as
cash inflows from investing activities.
The cash payments for premiums on
corporate-owned policies may be
classified as cash outflows for investing
activities, operating activities, or a
combination of investing and operating
activities.

Distributions received from
equity method investees

When a reporting entity applies
the equity method, it should make an
accounting policy election to classify
distributions received from equity
method investees using either of the
following approaches:
1. Cumulative earnings approach.
Distributions received are
considered returns on investment
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Cash Flow Issue

Summary of Amendments
and classified as cash inflows
from operating activities, unless
the investor's cumulative
distributions received less
distributions received in prior
periods that were determined to
be returns of investment exceed
cumulative equity in earnings
recognized by the investor. When
such an excess occurs, the
current-period distribution up to
this excess should be considered a
return of investment and
classified as cash inflows from
investing activities.
2. Nature of the distribution
approach. Distributions received
should be classified on the basis of
the nature of the activity or
activities of the investee that
generated the distribution as
either a return on investment
(classified as cash inflows from
operating activities) or a return of
investment (classified as cash
inflows from investing activities)
when such information is
available to the investor.
If an entity elects to apply the nature of
the distribution approach and the
information to apply that approach to
distributions received from an individual
equity method investee is not available to
the investor, the entity should report a
change in accounting principle on a
retrospective basis by applying the
cumulative earnings approach in (1) for
that investee. In such situations, an
entity should disclose that a change in
accounting principle has occurred with
respect to the affected investee(s) due to
the lack of available information and
should provide the disclosures required
in paragraphs 1(b) and 2 of FASB ASC
250-10-50, as applicable. This
amendment does not address equity
method investments measured using the
fair value option.
(continued)
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Cash Flow Issue

Summary of Amendments

Beneficial interests in
securitization transactions

A transferor's beneficial interest obtained
in a securitization of financial assets
should be disclosed as a noncash activity,
and cash receipts from payments on a
transferor's beneficial interests in
securitized trade receivables should be
classified as cash inflows from investing
activities.

Separately identifiable cash
flows and application of the
predominance principle

The classification of cash receipts and
payments that have aspects of more than
one class of cash flows should be
determined first by applying specific
guidance in GAAP. In the absence of
specific guidance, an entity should
determine each separately identifiable
source or use within the cash receipts and
cash payments on the basis of the nature
of the underlying cash flows. An entity
should then classify each separately
identifiable source or use within the cash
receipts and payments on the basis of
their nature in financing, investing, or
operating activities. In situations in
which cash receipts and payments have
aspects of more than one class of cash
flows and cannot be separated by source
or use, the appropriate classification
should depend on the activity that is
likely to be the predominant source or
use of cash flows for the item.

.252 The amendments in this ASU are effective for public business entities for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017, and interim periods
within those fiscal years. For all other entities, the amendments are effective
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018, and interim periods within
fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019. Early adoption is permitted,
including adoption in an interim period. If an entity elects early adoption of
the amendments in an interim period, any adjustments should be reflected as
of the beginning of the fiscal year that includes that interim period. An entity
that elects early adoption must adopt all of the amendments in the same period.
.253 The amendments in this ASU should be applied using a retrospective
transition method to each period presented. If it is impracticable to apply the
amendments retrospectively for some of the issues, the amendments for those
issues would be applied prospectively as of the earliest date practicable.
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Recent Pronouncements at a Glance
Recent Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements and Guidance
.254 The following table presents a list of recently issued audit and attestation pronouncements and related guidance.
Recent Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements and
Related Guidance
Statement on Auditing
Standards (SAS) No. 130
(November 2015)

An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit of
Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional
Standards, AU-C sec. 940)

SAS No. 131
(January 2016)

Amendment to Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 122 Section 700, Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial
Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
AU-C sec. 700)

Interpretation No. 3
(April 2016)

"Reporting on Audits Conducted in Accordance
With Auditing Standards Generally Accepted
in the United States of America and
International Standards on Auditing" (AICPA,
Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 9700 par.
.08–.13) of AU-C section 700

Statement on Standards
for Attestation
Engagements (SSAE)
No. 18
(April 2016)

Attestation Standards: Clarification and
Recodification (AICPA, Professional
Standards)

Statement on Standards
for Accounting and
Review Services
Interpretation No. 1
(February 2016)

"Considerations Related to Reviews Performed
in Accordance With International Standard on
Review Engagements (ISRE) 2400 (Revised),
Engagements to Review Historical Financial
Statements" (AICPA, Professional Standards,
AR-C sec. 9090 par. .01–.02) of AR-C section 90

Recent Accounting and Financial Reporting Guidance
.255 The following table presents, by codification area, a list of recently
issued ASUs through the issuance of ASU No. 2016-15. However, this table
does not include ASUs that are SEC updates or that are technical corrections to
various topics. FASB ASC does include SEC content to improve the usefulness
of FASB ASC for public companies, but content labeled as "SEC staff guidance"
does not constitute rules or interpretations of the SEC, nor does such guidance
bear official SEC approval.
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Recent Accounting Standards Updates
Presentation Area of FASB Accounting Standards Codification
(ASC)
Accounting Standards
Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230):
Update (ASU) No. 2016-15 Classification of Certain Cash Receipts and
(August 2016)
Cash Payments (a consensus of the FASB
Emerging Issues Task Force)
Assets Area of FASB ASC
ASU No. 2016-7
(March 2016)

Investments—Equity Method and Joint
Ventures (Topic 323): Simplifying the
Transition to the Equity Method of Accounting

ASU No. 2016-13
(June 2016)

Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic
326): Measurement of Credit Losses on
Financial Instruments

Liabilities Area of FASB ASC
ASU No. 2016-04
(March 2016)

Liabilities—Extinguishments of Liabilities
(Subtopic 405-20): Recognition of Breakage for
Certain Prepaid Stored-Value Products (a
consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task
Force)

Revenue Area of FASB ASC
ASU No. 2016-08
(March 2016)

Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606): Principal versus Agent Considerations
(Reporting Revenue Gross versus Net)

ASU No. 2016-10
(April 2016)

Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606): Identifying Performance Obligations and
Licensing

ASU No. 2016-11
(May 2016)

Revenue Recognition (Topic 605) and
Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815):
Rescission of SEC Guidance Because of
Accounting Standards Updates 2014-09 and
2014-16 Pursuant to Staff Announcements at
the March 3, 2016 EITF Meeting (SEC Update)

ASU No. 2016-12
(May 2016)

Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic
606): Narrow-Scope Improvements and
Practical Expedients

Expenses Area of FASB ASC
ASU No. 2015-17
(November 2015)

Income Taxes (Topic 740): Balance Sheet
Classification of Deferred Taxes

ASU No. 2016-09
(March 2016)

Compensation—Stock Compensation (Topic
718): Improvements to Employee Share-Based
Payment Accounting
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Recent Accounting Standards Updates—continued
Broad Transactions Area of FASB ASC
ASU No 2015-16
(September 2015)

Business Combinations (Topic 805):
Simplifying the Accounting for
Measurement-Period Adjustments

ASU No. 2016-01
(January 2016)

Financial Instruments—Overall (Subtopic
825-10): Recognition and Measurement of
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities

ASU No. 2016-02
(February 2016)

Leases (Topic 842)

ASU No. 2016-05
(March 2016)

Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815): Effect of
Derivative Contract Novations on Existing
Hedge Accounting Relationships (a consensus
of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force)

ASU No. 2016-06
(March 2016)

Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815):
Contingent Put and Call Options in Debt
Instruments (a consensus of the FASB
Emerging Issues Task Force)

Other
ASU No. 2016-03
(March 2016)

Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic 350),
Business Combinations (Topic 805),
Consolidation (Topic 810), Derivatives and
Hedging (Topic 815): Effective Date and
Transition Guidance (a consensus of the
Private Company Council)

ASU No. 2016-14
(August 2016)

Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation
of Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit
Entities

Recently Issued Technical Questions and Answers
.256 The following table presents a list of recently issued nonauthoritative
audit, attest, and accounting technical questions and answers issued by the
AICPA. Recently issued questions and answers can be accessed at www.aicpa
.org/InterestAreas/FRC/Pages/RecentlyIssuedTechnicalQuestionsandAnswers
.aspx.
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Recently Issued Technical Questions and Answers
Financial Statement Prepared in Accordance With A Special
Purpose Framework
Technical Questions and
Answers (Q&A) section
1500.07
(Revised March 2016)

"Disclosure Concerning Subsequent Events in
Special Purpose Financial Statements"
(AICPA, Technical Questions and Answers)
This Q&A section was revised to reflect
conforming changes necessary due to the
issuance of SSARS No. 21, Statements on
Standards for Accounting and Review Services:
Clarification and Recodification (AICPA,
Professional Standards).

Recent AICPA Independence and Ethics Developments
The Revised Code of Professional Conduct
.257 A revised AICPA Code of Professional Conduct (code) became effective on December 15, 2014. In an effort to make the code easier to
use, it is available on a new and dynamic online platform accessible at
pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct. The code is broken down into different parts by
line of practice, is intuitively arranged by topic and, where necessary, subtopic
and section, and incorporates the conceptual framework approach, all while retaining the substance of the existing AICPA ethics standards. The new format
allows for quick and easy navigation and also identifies when nonauthoritative
content is available on a particular topic.

AICPA Conceptual Frameworks
.258 Aside from the format change, the most significant change to the
AICPA Code of Professional Conduct is the incorporation of two conceptual
frameworks, one for members in public practice and one for members in business. The conceptual framework approach, also known as the "threats and safeguards" approach, is a way of identifying, evaluating, and addressing threats
that may exist and safeguards that may be applied to eliminate or reduce those
threats to an acceptable level. The conceptual framework is used for areas
where the code lacks guidance. This broadens the reach of the code by allowing members to reach conclusions even if specific guidance is not written in the
code. The two conceptual frameworks became effective December 15, 2015.

AICPA Conceptual Frameworks Toolkits
.259 The AICPA developed conceptual framework toolkits for all three of
the conceptual frameworks. The toolkits will assist members in understanding
and applying the conceptual framework concepts to their specific situations.
Specifically, the toolkits include the following:

r
r
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Steps of the conceptual framework to provide members with detailed guidance on what to do when applying the conceptual
framework approach
A flowchart that serves as a visual aid for breaking down the steps
of the conceptual framework approach
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A worksheet to aid members with applying the steps of the conceptual framework and an example of how to use this worksheet
Examples of relationships or circumstances that are not addressed in the AICPA code and how the conceptual framework
may be applied in such situations

.260 The toolkits are available at www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/
ProfessionalEthics/Resources/Pages/default.aspx.

Firm Mergers and Acquisitions
.261 The "Firm Mergers and Acquisitions" interpretation4 under the "Independence Rule" (ET sec. 1.220.040) is a new interpretation that was adopted
to provide independence guidance when firms merge and one firm has relationships with attest clients of the other firm. The interpretation requires certain
safeguards to be in place in order for independence to be maintained when a
partner or professional employee of one firm is employed by or associated with
an attest client of the other firm as a result of the merger or acquisition. Those
safeguards include the following:

r
r
r
r

The partner or professional employee should terminate the relationship prior to the closing date of the merger or acquisition.
The partner or professional employee cannot participate on the
attest engagement or be in a position to influence the attest engagement.
A responsible individual within the firm should evaluate threats
and apply safeguards.
The nature of the relationship and any safeguards applied should
be discussed with those charged with governance.

.262 The interpretation also provides guidance when one firm provided
prohibited nonattest services to an attest client of the other firm. When it is the
acquiring firm that provided services to attest client of acquired firm during
the period covered by the financial statements, the interpretation concludes
that independence would be impaired. However, if the acquired firm provided
services to an attest client of the acquiring firm, the acquiring firm may be able
to evaluate threats and apply safeguards.
.263 The interpretation is effective for mergers or acquisitions that
closed on or after January 31, 2016, and the complete text of the
interpretation can be found at http://pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct/resource
seamlesslogin.aspx?prod=ethics&tdoc=et-cod&tptr=et-cod1.220.040.

Transfer of Files and Return of Client Records in Sale, Transfer,
Discontinuance, or Acquisition of a Practice
.264 At the July 2016 Professional Ethics Executive Committee (PEEC)
meeting, a new interpretation was adopted that provides guidance on when a
member sells, transfers, or discontinues all or part of their practice and the

4 All ET sections can be found in AICPA Professional Standards and at http://pub.aicpa.org/
codeofconduct/.
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member no longer retains ownership in or control of the practice. The interpretation calls for the member to take certain steps to notify his or her clients and
to maintain the confidentiality of any client files the member possesses. The interpretation also provides guidance to members who acquire a practice. Specifically, the member acquiring the practice should be satisfied that all clients of
the predecessor firm subject to the acquisition have consented to the member's
continuation of professional services and retention of any client files or records
the successor firm retains.
.265 The interpretation is effective June 30, 2017, with early implementation permitted. The new interpretation should be available in the online Code
of Professional Conduct by October 2016 as an interpretation under the "Acts
Discreditable Rule" (ET sec. 1.400.001). The numeric citation for this new interpretation will be ET section 1.400.205.
.266 AICPA staff plans to issue a couple of nonauthoritative frequently asked questions and answers (FAQs) on this issue. The FAQs will
be available at www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/ProfessionalEthics/Resources/
Tools/DownloadableDocuments/Ethics-General-FAQs.pdf.

Disclosing Client Information in Connection With a Review or
Acquisition of the Member’s Practice
.267 "Disclosing Client Information in Connection With a Review of the
Member's Practice" (ET sec. 1.700.050), an existing interpretation under the
"Confidential Client Information Rule" (ET sec. 1.700.001) was expanded to
provide guidance concerning a member's obligations to not disclose any confidential client information that is contained in files the member receives as a
result of acquiring all or part of another member's professional practice.

On the Horizon
.268 To remain competent, auditors need to keep abreast of accounting
developments and upcoming guidance that may affect their engagements. The
following sections present brief information about some ongoing projects that
have particular significance. Remember that exposure drafts are nonauthoritative and cannot be used as a basis for changing existing standards.
.269 Information on, and copies of, outstanding exposure drafts may be obtained from the various standard-setters' websites. These websites contain indepth information about proposed standards and other projects in the pipeline.
Many more accounting and auditing projects exist in addition to those discussed here.

Auditing and Attestation Pipeline—Nonissuers
Going Concern
.270 In July 2016, the ASB issued a proposed SAS, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern.
.271 The proposed SAS would supersede SAS No. 126, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA, Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 570). At the time SAS No. 126 was issued, the
FASB standards did not address management's evaluation related to substantial doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern. However,
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the development of an accounting standard to address this issue was being
contemplated by FASB. As a result, SAS No. 126 clarified AU-C section 570
but did not converge with International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 570, Going Concern. In August 2014, FASB issued ASU No. 2014-15, Presentation of
Financial Statements—Going Concern (Subtopic 205-40): Disclosure of Uncertainties about an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, codified in
FASB ASC 205-40. FASB ASC 205-40 provides guidance in the FASB standards
about management's responsibility to evaluate whether there is substantial
doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern and to provide related note disclosures. FASB ASC 205-40 applies to all entities required to comply with the FASB standards and becomes effective for annual periods ending
after December 15, 2016, and for interim periods thereafter. Early application
is permitted.
.272 Additionally, GASB Statement No. 56, Codification of Accounting and
Financial Reporting Guidance Contained in the AICPA Statements on Auditing
Standards, establishes guidance related to going concern for governmental entities.
.273 In January 2015, the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) issued its revised auditing reporting standards which,
among other things, included revisions to ISA 570. The IAASB's auditor reporting standards are effective for audits of financial statements for periods
ending on or after December 15, 2016.
.274 In January 2015, the ASB issued four new auditing interpretations
to AU-C section 570. The issuance of these interpretations represented a shortterm initiative by the ASB to provide interpretative guidance as follows:
a. Interpretation No. 1, "Definition of Substantial Doubt About an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern" (AICPA, Professional
Standards, AU-C sec. 9570 par. .01–.02),
b. Interpretation No. 2, "Definition of Reasonable Period of Time"
(AICPA, Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 9570 par. .03–.05),
c. Interpretation No. 3, "Interim Financial Information" (AICPA, Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 9570 par. .06–.08), and
d. Interpretation No. 4, "Consideration of Financial Statements Effects" (AICPA, Professional Standards, AU-C sec. 9570 par. .09–.10).
.275 The proposed SAS also includes proposed amendments to AU-C section 800, Special Considerations—Audits of Financial Statements Prepared in
Accordance With Special Purpose Frameworks, and AU-C section 805, Special
Considerations—Audits of Single Financial Statements and Specific Elements,
Accounts, or Items of a Financial Statement. The ASB debated options to address the uncertainty of the work effort required to apply AU-C section 570
when the going concern basis of accounting is not applicable in AU-C section
800 and AU-C section 805.
.276 The ASB decided that in audits of special purpose frameworks and
audits of single financial statements and specific elements, accounts, or items of
a financial statement, the application guidance should include as an example
that the requirement to consider fair presentation includes an evaluation of
whether disclosures related to risk and uncertainties are needed to achieve
fair presentation. This evaluation should be performed without connecting to
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the conclusion of whether there is substantial doubt about the entity's ability
to continue as a going concern as set out in AU-C section 570.
.277 The ASB also acknowledged that special purpose financial statements may or may not be prepared in accordance with a financial reporting
framework for which the going concern basis of accounting is applicable. If the
going concern basis of accounting is applicable in the preparation of financial
statements prepared in accordance with a special purpose framework, the ASB
proposes that AU-C section 570 applies.
.278 The proposed SAS also includes proposed amendments to AU-C section 930, Interim Financial Information. Under extant AU-C section 930, the
auditor is required to perform inquiries and consider the adequacy of disclosures to address the issue of substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern if (a) conditions or events that may indicate substantial doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern existed at the
date of the prior period financial statements, regardless of whether the substantial doubt was alleviated by the auditor's consideration of management's
plans, or (b) in the course of performing review procedures on the current period interim financial information, the auditor becomes aware of conditions or
events that might be indicative of the entity's inability to continue as a going
concern. From the auditor's review report perspective, AU-C section 930 provides the auditor an option to include an emphasis-of-matter paragraph when
management's disclosures are adequate.
.279 The ASB decided to require performing review procedures to address
the situations when the applicable financial reporting framework includes requirements for management to evaluate the entity's ability to continue as a
going concern for a reasonable period of time in preparing interim financial
information. The proposed amendments to AU-C section 930 reflect a new requirement for the auditor to include an emphasis-of-matter paragraph in the
auditor's report when certain conditions or events exist related to substantial
doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern. This decision was
based on the ASB's desire to achieve consistency in auditor reporting in both
the annual audit and interim financial information.
.280 If adopted, the SAS will be effective for audits of financial statements
for periods ending on or after December 15, 2017, and for interim periods beginning thereafter.

Exempt Securities
.281 In July 2016, the ASB issued a proposed SAS, The Auditor's Involvement with Exempt Offering Documents.
.282 Certain securities are exempt from registration under the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended. However, these securities remain subject to the antifraud provisions of that act, which prohibit any person from misrepresenting
or omitting material facts in an offering or sale of securities. The SEC cannot directly regulate such offerings, so there is no requirement by the SEC for auditor
involvement with exempt offerings. Accordingly, an auditor generally is not required to participate in or undertake any procedures with respect to an exempt
offering. Further, entities that issue exempt offerings may include an auditor's
report in an offering document without obtaining the auditor's permission as no
laws or rules prohibit such an inclusion. Franchise offerings regulated by the
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Federal Trade Commission (FTC) are similar in that there is no requirement
for auditor involvement with such offerings.
.283 The AICPA provided industry-specific auditing guidance regarding
an auditor's professional responsibilities when the auditor's report was included in a municipal security offering document (AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guides State and Local Governments and Health Care Entities). The guidance
described situations in which an auditor was deemed "involved" with the offering and the procedures to perform in such situations. Some firms require
involvement with municipal securities and other exempt offerings as a matter of practice risk management. They typically accomplish this by including
a provision in the engagement letter requiring the client to obtain the auditor's permission before using the auditor's report in the offering or disclosure
documents.
.284 Prior to the ASB's project to revise its standards for clarity, the guidance on auditor involvement presented in AICPA guides was phrased using
"should" and, thus, was interpreted as industry-specific requirements. During the conforming change process to incorporate the clarified standards, the
"should" statements were revised or eliminated because the clarified standards
do not address what actions constitute "involvement," nor do they define auditor requirements with respect to exempt offerings. The proposed SAS was
developed in response to the changes to the guides.
.285 The proposed SAS includes performance requirements when the auditor is involved with an exempt offering document. Exempt offerings are defined as securities exempt from registration under the Securities Act of 1933,
as amended, or franchise offerings regulated by the FTC. Involvement is determined by a two-benchmark model:

r
r

The auditor's report on financial statements or the auditor's review report on interim financial information is included or incorporated by reference in an exempt offering document.
The auditor performs one or more specified activities with respect
to the exempt offering document. Specified activities which trigger
involvement are included in the proposed SAS.

.286 Performance requirements for auditors who are "involved" are generally consistent with the following:

r
r

AU-C section 560, Subsequent Events and Subsequently Discovered Facts
AU-C section 720, Other Information in Documents Containing
Audited Financial Statements

.287 Although an auditor is not required to become involved in an exempt
offering document unless the benchmarks defining involvement are met, auditors are not precluded from becoming voluntarily involved with an offering
document in other circumstances.

Proposed Amendments to SSARS No. 21
.288 In July 2016, the AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee (ARSC) issued a proposed SSARS, Amendment to Statements on Standards
For Accounting and Review Services No. 21 Section 90, Review of Financial
Statements, because ARSC determined that certain revisions were necessary to
correct the requirements and guidance related to reporting on supplementary
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information. The proposed SSARS reflects a technical correction of AR-C section 90, and is expected to be effective upon issuance.

Proposed SSARS on Preparation and Compilation of Prospective
Financial Information
.289 ARSC is currently considering draft proposed standards that address
the preparation and compilation of prospective financial information.
.290 Currently, requirements and guidance with respect to compilations
of prospective financial information resides in extant AT section 301, Financial Forecasts and Projections. As part of its project to clarify the attestation
literature, the ASB decided to remove the guidance regarding compilations of
prospective financial information from the attestation standards because compilations are not attestation engagements as defined in AT section 101.

Auditing and Attestation Pipeline—Issuers
Auditor’s Report on an Audit of Financial Statements
.291 The PCAOB is reproposing the auditor reporting standard, The Auditor's Report on an Audit of Financial Statements When the Auditor Expresses an
Unqualified Opinion (reproposed standard). The reproposed standard retains
the pass/fail model of the existing auditor's report, which is generally acknowledged to be a useful signal as to whether the audited financial statements are
presented fairly.
.292 The auditor's report is the primary means by which the auditor communicates information regarding the audit of the financial statements to investors and other financial statement users. As currently designed, however,
the auditor's report conveys very little of the information obtained and evaluated by the auditor as part of the audit. And although the auditor's report has
generally remained unchanged since the 1940s, companies' operations have become more complex and global, and the financial reporting frameworks have
evolved toward an increasing use of estimates and fair value measurements.
As part of the audit, auditors often perform procedures involving challenging,
subjective, or complex judgments, such as evaluating calculations or models,
the impact of unusual transactions, and areas of significant risk. Although the
auditor is required to communicate with the audit committee regarding such
matters, this information is not known to investors. Given the increased complexity of financial reporting, which requires the auditor to evaluate complex
calculations or models and make challenging or subjective judgments, the current form of the auditor's report does little to address the information asymmetry between investors and auditors.
.293 In recent years, many investors and others have stated that auditors should provide additional information in the auditor's report to make the
report more relevant and useful. At the same time, other commenters, primarily issuers and accounting firms, have argued that it would be inappropriate
for the auditor to provide financial analysis or disclosures on behalf of the company being audited. The reproposed standard is intended to respond to investor
requests for additional information about the financial statement audit by increasing the relevance and usefulness of the auditor's report, without imposing
requirements beyond the auditor's expertise or mandate.
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.294 The reproposed standard would include the following significant
changes to the existing auditor's report:

r

Critical audit matters. The reproposed standard would require
communication in the auditor's report of any critical audit matters
arising from the audit of the current period's financial statements.
— Definition of a critical audit matter. A critical audit matter is any matter that was communicated or required to
be communicated to the audit committee and that

r
r

r
r

r

relates to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial statements, and
involved especially challenging, subjective, or
complex auditor judgment.

Factors in determining critical audit matters. The auditor would
take into account a nonexclusive list of factors in determining
whether a matter involved especially challenging, subjective, or
complex auditor judgment, such as the auditor's assessment of the
risks of material misstatement, including significant risks.
Communication in the auditor's report. The auditor would identify the critical audit matter, describe the principal considerations
that led the auditor to determine that the matter is a critical audit matter, describe how it was addressed in the audit, and refer to
the relevant financial statement accounts and disclosures. If there
are no critical audit matters, the auditor would state that in the
auditor's report.
Documentation. The auditor would document the basis for his or
her determination of whether each matter that both (1) was communicated or required to be communicated to the audit committee
and (2) relates to accounts or disclosures that are material to the
financial statements involved especially challenging, subjective,
or complex auditor judgment.

.295 The reproposed standard would generally apply to audits conducted
under PCAOB standards. However, unlike the previous proposal, communication of critical audit matters would not be required for audits of brokers and
dealers reporting under Rule 17a-5 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934;
investment companies other than business development companies; and employee stock purchase, savings, and similar plans (benefit plans).

Audits Involving Other Auditors
.296 In an audit conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards, the auditor plans and supervises the audit so that the work of all audit participants
is properly directed and coordinated and the results of the work are properly
evaluated. When other auditors participate in an audit, it is important for investor protection that the lead auditor assure that the audit is performed in
accordance with PCAOB standards and that sufficient appropriate evidence is
obtained through the work of the lead auditor and other auditors to support
the lead auditor's opinion in the audit report.
.297 Working with other auditors can differ significantly from working
with individuals in the same firm. For example, the lead auditor and other
auditors may work in countries with different business practices, languages,
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cultural norms, and market conditions. Also, different firms have different quality control systems, and the professional training and experience of the lead
auditor may differ from that of the other auditors. These factors can pose challenges in the coordination and communication between the lead auditor and
other auditors, including misunderstandings regarding the audit effort needed
to meet the objectives of other auditors' work. Without adequate supervision by
the lead auditor to address these challenges, deficiencies in other auditors' work
can result in deficient audits. Consequently, the lead auditor could issue his or
her audit report without a proper evaluation of the work performed and the
evidence obtained in the entire audit and, in some cases, without a reasonable
basis for the lead auditor's opinion.
.298 In recent years, some accounting firms have made changes in how
they supervise audits that involve other auditors. For example, some firms
have encouraged a greater level of supervision by the lead auditor of work performed by other auditors, including frequent, comprehensive communications
with other auditors and review of other auditors' working papers in areas of
significant risk. The implementation of these changes to supervision by certain
accounting firms appears to have contributed to improvements in the quality
of work performed by other auditors.
.299 However, other firms have not significantly changed how they supervise other auditors. In addition, observations from PCAOB oversight activities
indicate that further improvements in firm practices may be needed. PCAOB
staff continue to identify significant deficiencies in the work of other auditors
in critical audit areas, deficiencies that lead auditors did not identify or did not
address. Such findings indicate that investor protection could be improved by,
among other things, increased involvement in and evaluation of the work of
other auditors by the lead auditor.
.300 Because of the lead auditor's central role in an audit involving
other auditors, the PCAOB is proposing to amend its auditing standards to
strengthen the existing requirements and impose a more uniform approach
to the lead auditor's supervision of other auditors. These improvements are intended to increase the lead auditor's involvement in and evaluation of the work
of other auditors, enhance the ability of the lead auditor to prevent or detect
deficiencies in the work of other auditors, and facilitate improvements in the
quality of the work of other auditors. This proposal is intended to strengthen
PCAOB auditing standards in the following respects:

r

r
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Taking into account recent changes in auditing practice. Revising
PCAOB auditing standards to take into account recent changes
that some firms have implemented to improve their auditing
practices would serve to make certain improved practices more
uniform among accounting firms for audits that involve other
auditors.
Applying a risk-based supervisory approach. Applying a riskbased approach to supervision could result in more appropriate involvement by the lead auditor in supervising the work of other auditors. Unlike the PCAOB's standards for determining the scope
of multi-location audit engagements and general supervision of
the audit, which require more audit attention to areas of greater
risk, the existing standard for using the work of other auditors, AS
1205, Part of the Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules), allows the lead
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auditor, in certain situations, to limit its involvement to certain
specified procedures that are not explicitly required to be tailored
for the associated risks. Applying a risk-based approach would direct the lead auditor's supervisory responsibilities to the areas of
greatest risk.
Providing additional direction. Providing additional direction to
the lead auditor on how to apply the principles-based supervisory
requirements under PCAOB standards to supervision of other auditors could help address the unique aspects of supervising other
auditors. Additional direction could also help the lead auditor assure that his or her participation in the audit is sufficient to carry
out his or her responsibilities and issue an audit report based on
sufficient appropriate evidence.

.301 Additionally, the PCAOB is proposing a new auditing standard for an
audit in which the lead auditor divides responsibility for the audit with another
accounting firm and refers to the audit report of the other firm in the lead auditor's own audit report. This proposed new standard is designed to carry forward
and improve existing requirements that apply in these relatively infrequent
circumstances.

Accounting and Financial Reporting Pipeline
Goodwill
.302 In May 2016, FASB issued proposed ASU Intangibles—Goodwill and
Other (Topic 350): Simplifying the Accounting for Goodwill Impairment due to
concerns from stakeholders over the complexity of the current goodwill impairment test.
.303 The amendments in this proposed update would apply to all entities
that have goodwill reported in their financial statements except private companies that have elected the private company alternative for the subsequent
measurement of goodwill.
.304 To simplify the subsequent measurement of goodwill, FASB proposes
to remove step 2 from the current goodwill impairment test, which includes determining the implied fair value of goodwill and comparing it with the carrying
amount of that goodwill. Under the proposed amendments, an entity would perform its annual, or any interim, goodwill impairment test by comparing the fair
value of a reporting unit with its carrying amount. An entity generally would
recognize an impairment charge for the amount by which the carrying amount
exceeds the reporting unit's fair value. However, that amount should not exceed the carrying amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit. An entity
would still have the option to perform the qualitative assessment for a reporting unit to determine whether the quantitative impairment test is necessary.
.305 The board also proposes to remove the requirements for any reporting unit with a zero or negative carrying amount to perform a qualitative assessment and, if it fails that qualitative test, to perform step 2 of the goodwill
impairment test. Therefore, the same impairment assessment would apply to
all reporting units. An entity would be required to disclose the existence of
any reporting units with zero or negative carrying amounts and the amount of
goodwill allocated to those reporting units.
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Other Income
.306 In June 2016, FASB issued proposed ASU Other Income—Gains and
Losses from the Derecognition of Nonfinancial Assets (Subtopic 610-20): Clarifying the Scope of Asset Derecognition Guidance and Accounting for Partial Sales
of Nonfinancial Assets. The amendments in this proposed update would affect
any entity that enters into a contract to transfer a nonfinancial asset, a group of
nonfinancial assets, or an ownership interest in a consolidated subsidiary that
does not meet the definition of a business or a nonprofit activity. In addition, the
proposed amendments would affect any entity that has historically had transactions within the scope of the real estate–specific derecognition guidance. The
scope of the proposed amendments also includes contributions of nonfinancial
assets that are not a business or nonprofit activity to a joint venture or another
noncontrolled investee.

Scope of the Nonﬁnancial Asset Derecognition Guidance
.307 The amendments in this proposed update would clarify the scope of
the nonfinancial asset guidance in FASB ASC 610-20. Under the clarified scope,
entities would apply the guidance to the derecognition of all nonfinancial assets
and in substance nonfinancial assets unless other specific guidance applies.

Distinct Nonﬁnancial Assets
.308 The amendments in this proposed update specify that a distinct nonfinancial asset would be the unit of account for applying the nonfinancial asset
derecognition guidance. At contract inception, an entity would identify the nonfinancial assets and in substance nonfinancial assets in the contract and apply
the guidance from FASB ASC 606 on identifying performance obligations to
identify the distinct nonfinancial assets. The proposed amendments also specify that entities would be required to allocate consideration to each distinct
nonfinancial asset by applying the guidance from FASB ASC 606 on allocating
the transaction price to performance obligations.

Partial Sales
.309 The amendments in this proposed update would also provide guidance on the accounting for what often are referred to as partial sales of nonfinancial assets within FASB ASC 610-20. The proposed amendments would
require that the guidance on partial sales of nonfinancial assets be applied to
contributions of an asset to a joint venture and other investees. In addition,
conforming amendments have been made to the equity method guidance that
would require an entity to recognize a full gain or loss in a transfer of a nonfinancial asset to an investee.

Consolidation
.310 In June 2016, FASB issued proposed ASU Consolidation (Topic 810):
Interests Held through Related Parties That Are under Common Control to
amend the consolidation guidance on how a reporting entity that is the single
decision maker of a variable interest entity (VIE) would treat indirect interests
in the entity held through related parties that are under common control with
the reporting entity when determining whether it is the primary beneficiary of
that VIE. The primary beneficiary of a VIE is the reporting entity that has a
controlling financial interest in a VIE and, therefore, consolidates the VIE. A
reporting entity has an indirect interest in a VIE if it has a direct interest in a
related party that, in turn, has a direct interest in the VIE.
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.311 The amendments in this proposed ASU would affect reporting entities that are required to evaluate whether they should consolidate a VIE within
the "Variable Interest Entities" subsections of FASB ASC 810-10 in certain
situations involving entities under common control. Specifically, the proposed
amendments would change the evaluation of whether a reporting entity is the
primary beneficiary of a VIE by changing how a reporting entity that is a single
decision maker of a VIE would treat indirect interests in the entity held through
related parties that are under common control with the reporting entity. The
amendments in this proposed ASU would not change the characteristics of a
primary beneficiary in current GAAP. Therefore, a primary beneficiary of a VIE
has both of the following characteristics: (1) the power to direct the activities of
a VIE that most significantly impact the VIE's economic performance and (2)
the obligation to absorb losses of the VIE that could potentially be significant
to the VIE or the right to receive benefits from the VIE that could potentially
be significant to the VIE.
.312 If a reporting entity satisfies the first characteristic of a primary beneficiary (such that it is the single decision maker of a VIE), the amendments in
this proposed ASU would require that reporting entity, in determining whether
it satisfies the second characteristic of a primary beneficiary, to include all of
its direct variable interests in a VIE and, on a proportionate basis, its indirect variable interests in a VIE held through related parties, including related
parties that are under common control with the reporting entity. That is, under the proposed amendments, a single decision maker would no longer be required to consider indirect interests held through related parties that are under
common control with the single decision maker to be the equivalent of direct
interests in their entirety and, instead, would include such interests on a proportionate basis consistent with indirect interests held through other related
parties.
.313 If, after performing that assessment, a reporting entity that is the
single decision maker of a VIE concludes it does not have the characteristics
of a primary beneficiary, the proposed amendments would continue to require
that reporting entity to evaluate whether it and one or more of its related parties under common control, as a group, have the characteristics of a primary
beneficiary. If the single decision maker and its related parties that are under
common control, as a group, have the characteristics of a primary beneficiary,
then the party within the related party group that is most closely associated
with the VIE is the primary beneficiary.
.314 The amendments in this proposed ASU would improve GAAP because in situations involving common control a single decision maker would
focus on the economics to which it is exposed when determining whether it is
the primary beneficiary of a VIE before potentially evaluating which party is
most closely associated with the VIE.
.315 Entities that have already adopted the amendments in FASB ASU
No. 2015-02, Consolidation (Topic 810): Amendments to the Consolidation Analysis, would be able to apply the amendments in this proposed ASU using either
(1) a modified retrospective approach by recording a cumulative-effect adjustment to equity as of the beginning of the fiscal year of adoption or (2) a retrospective approach. Entities that have not yet adopted the amendments in
FASB ASU No. 2015-02 would apply the same transition method elected for
the application of FASB ASU No. 2015-02.
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.316 The board will determine the effective date and whether the proposed amendments may be applied before the effective date after it considers
stakeholders' feedback on the proposed amendments.

Independence and Ethics Pipeline
Proposed "Hosting Services" Interpretation
.317 A proposed new independence interpretation, the "Hosting Services"
interpretation, was exposed for comment. The proposal, if adopted, would
address situations where a client engages a member to have custody or control
of data or records that the client uses to conduct its operations. The proposal
concludes that it is management's responsibility to have custody and control
over its assets and so providing hosting services would create threats to
independence that are not at an acceptable level and cannot be reduced to
an acceptable level by the application of safeguards and, therefore, impair
independence. The proposal acknowledges that a member is not considered to
be hosting an attest client's data or records when the member has access to, or
copies of, such data or records, such as when a member provides a permitted
nonattest service. For updates on this exposure draft, check the PEEC Exposure Drafts & Other Revisions to the Code of Professional Conduct page at
www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/ProfessionalEthics/Community/ExposureDrafts/
Pages/ExposureDrafts.aspx.

New Frequently Asked Questions and Answers
.318 In an effort to provide insight into how certain electronic tax records
should be handled under the "Records Requests" interpretation (ET sec.
1.400.200) under the "Acts Discreditable Rule," staff added three nonauthoritative FAQs to the www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/ProfessionalEthics/
Resources/Tools/DownloadableDocuments/Ethics-General-FAQs.pdf under the
topic "Electronic Records."
.319 AICPA staff also added an FAQ to this document to clarify that although a member may perform a professional service using standards that have
not been established by a body designated by AICPA Council (alternative standards), the member must consider whether the professional service can be covered by technical standards established by a body designated by AICPA Council
(established standards). If the service can be covered by established standards,
the member must comply with both the alternative and established standards
and is also reminded that, irrespective of the standards that are complied with,
the member must always comply with the "General Standards Rule" (ET sec.
1.300.001 and 2.300.001).

Resource Central
.320 The following are various resources that practitioners may find useful.

Publications
.321 Practitioners may find the following publications useful. Visit
www.AICPAStore.com and choose the format best for you—print, eBook, or online. Although the most current editions available at the date of writing of this
alert are subsequently identified, you will want the newest edition available at
the time of purchase:
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Audit Guide Analytical Procedures (2012) (product no. AAGANP12P [paperback], AAGANP12E [eBook], or WAN-XX [online])
Audit Guide Special Considerations in Auditing Financial Instruments (2014) (product no. AAGAFI14P [paperback], AAGAFI14E
[eBook], or AAGAFIO [online])
Guide Preparation, Compilation, and Review Engagements (2016)
(product no. AAGCRV16P [paperback], AAGCRV16E [eBook], or
WRC-XX [online])
Audit Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial Statement Audit (2014) (product no. AAGARR14P [paperback], AAGARR14E [eBook], or WRA-XX [online])
Audit Guide Audit Sampling (2014) (product no. AAGSAM14P
[paperback], AAGSAM14E [eBook], or WAS-XX [online])
Alert Developments in Review, Compilation, and Financial Statement Preparation Engagements: Engagements Performed in Accordance With SSARSs—2016/17 (product no. ARACRV16P [paperback] or ARACRV15E [eBook])
Alert Revenue Recognition: Accounting and Auditing
Considerations—2016/17 (product no. ARAREV16P [paperback],
ARAREV16E [eBook], or ARAREVO [online])
Internal Control—Integrated Framework: Executive Summary,
Framework and Appendices, and Illustrative Tools for Assessing
Effectiveness of a System of Internal Control (3 volume set) (product no. 990025P [paperback], 990025E [eBook], ACOSO2O [online])
U.S. GAAP Financial Statements—Best Practices in Presentation
and Disclosure (formerly Accounting Trends & Techniques) (product no. ATTATT16P [paperback] or ABPPDO [online])
Audit and Accounting Manual (2016) (product no. AAMAAM16P
[paperback] or WAM-XX [online])
The Auditor's Report: Comprehensive Guidance and Examples
(product no. APAARMO [online])
The Engagement Letter: Best Practices and Examples (product no.
APAEGLO [online])
Audit Risk Alert Understanding the Responsibilities of Auditors for Audits of Group Financial Statements (product no. ARAGRP13P [paperback], ARAGRP13E [eBook], or ARAGRPO [online])

Continuing Professional Education
.322 The AICPA offers a number of continuing professional education
(CPE) courses that are valuable to CPAs working in public practice and industry, including the following:

r

Annual Accounting and Auditing Workshop (product no. 736192
[text], 187240 [DVD/manual], or 156562 [Online with Video]).
Whether you are in industry or public practice, this course keeps
you current and informed and shows you how to apply the most
recent standards.
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IFRS Certificate Program (product no. 159770). Using a scenariobased series of courses with audio, video, and interactive exercises
and case studies, this program will guide you through the concepts
of each area of IFRS.
Internal Control and COSO Essentials for Financial Managers,
Accountants, and Auditors (product no. 731908 [text] or 159824
[On-Demand]). This course will provide you with a solid understanding of systems and control documentation at the significant
process level.
U.S GAAP: Review for Business and Industry (product no. 163972
[On-Demand]). Comprehensive coverage of recent FASB and IASB
pronouncements geared to the specific interests of the CPA in corporate management.

.323 Visit www.AICPAStore.com for a complete list of CPE courses.

Online CPE
.324 CPExpress, offered exclusively through CPA2Biz, is the AICPA's
flagship online learning product. Divided into 1-credit and 2-credit courses
that are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, CPExpress offers hundreds
of hours of learning in a wide variety of topics. Subscriptions are available
at www.aicpastore.com/AST/AICPA_CPA2BIZ_Pages/C2BOnlineSubscriptions
Page/Section2/PRDOVR˜PC-BYF-XX/PC-BYF-XX.jsp (product no. BYF-XX).
Some topics of special interest may include the following:
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Accounting and Auditing Update
Small Business Accounting and Auditing Update
Fair Value Accounting
Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangibles
Uncertainty in Income Taxes
Revenue Recognition
Fraud and the Financial Statement Audit
Public Company Update
SEC Reporting

.325 To register for individual courses or to learn more, visit
www.AICPAStore.com.

Webcasts
.326 Stay plugged in to what is happening and earn CPE credit right
from your desktop. AICPA webcasts are high-quality CPE programs that
bring you the latest topics from the profession's leading experts. Broadcast
live, they allow you to interact with the presenters and join in the discussion. If you cannot make the live event, each webcast is archived and available for viewing. For additional details on available webcasts, please visit
www.AICPAStore.com/AST/AICPA_CPA2BIZ_Browse/Store/Webcasts.jsp.

Member Service Center
.327 To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA activities, and get help with your membership questions, call the AICPA Service
Operations Center at 888.777.7077.
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Hotlines
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
.328 Do you have a complex technical question about GAAP, other comprehensive bases of accounting, or other technical matters? If so, use the
AICPA's Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline. AICPA staff will research
your question and call you back with the answer. The hotline is available
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET on weekdays. You can reach the Technical Hotline at 877.242.7212 or online at www.aicpa.org/Research/TechnicalHotline/
Pages/TechnicalHotline.aspx.
.329 Members can also email questions to aahotline@aicpa.org. Additionally, members can submit questions by completing a technical inquiry form
found on the same website.

Ethics Hotline
.330 In addition to the Technical Hotline, the AICPA also offers an Ethics
Hotline. Members of the AICPA's Professional Ethics Team answer inquiries
concerning independence and other behavioral issues related to the application
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. You can reach the Ethics Hotline
at 888.777.7077 (select 6 on your phone's keypad, followed by 1) or by email at
ethics@aicpa.org.

Center for Plain English Accounting
.331 The Center for Plain English Accounting (CPEA) is a new service available to Private Companies Practice Section member firms. It provides expertise and resources in a straightforward and clear style. Written responses to technical inquiries, webcasts on hot topics, and monthly
A&A reports and alerts help practitioners understand and implement the authoritative professional literature when they are auditing, reviewing, preparing, and compiling financial statements. To join the CPEA and take advantage of these valuable resources, visit the CPEA website at www.aicpa.org/
InterestAreas/CenterForPlainEnglishAccounting/Pages/CPEA.aspx.

AICPA Online Professional Library: Accounting and Auditing Literature
.332 The AICPA has created your core accounting and auditing library
online. The AICPA Online Professional Library is now customizable to suit your
preferences or your firm's needs. You can sign up for access to the entire library.
Get access—anytime, anywhere—to FASB ASC; the AICPA's latest Professional
Standards, Technical Questions and Answers, Audit and Accounting Guides,
Audit Risk Alerts, Best Practices in Presentation and Disclosure; and more.
To subscribe to this essential online service for accounting professionals, visit
www.AICPAStore.com.

Financial Reporting Center of AICPA.org
.333 CPAs face unprecedented changes in financial reporting. As such, the
AICPA has created the Financial Reporting Center to support you in the execution of high-quality financial reporting. This center provides exclusive memberonly resources for the entire financial reporting process and can be accessed at
www.aicpa.org/frc.
.334 The Financial Reporting Center provides timely and relevant news,
guidance, and examples supporting the financial reporting process. You will find
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resources for accounting, preparing financial statements, and performing various types of engagements, including compilation and review, audit and attest,
and assurance and advisory.
.335 For example, the Financial Reporting Center offers a section dedicated to the SAS Clarity Project. For the latest resources available to help
you implement the clarified standards, visit the "Improving the Clarity of
Auditing Standards" page at www.aicpa.org/InterestAreas/FRC/AuditAttest/
Pages/ImprovingClarityASBStandards.aspx.

Industry Websites
.336 The Internet covers a vast amount of information that may be valuable to auditors, including current industry trends and developments. Some of
the more relevant sites for auditors include those shown in the following table:
Website Name

Content

Website

AICPA

Summaries of recent
auditing and other
professional standards,
as well as other AICPA
activities

www.aicpa.org
www.aicpastore.com
www.ifrs.com

AICPA Financial
Reporting Executive
Committee (formerly
known as the Accounting
Standards Executive
Committee)

Summaries of recently
issued guides, white
papers, and technical
questions and answers
containing financial,
accounting, and reporting
recommendations, among
other things

www.aicpa.org/
InterestAreas/
FRC/Accounting
FinancialReporting/
Pages/FinREC.aspx

AICPA Accounting and
Review Services
Committee

Summaries of
preparation, review, and
compilation standards
and interpretations

www.aicpa.org/
research/standards/
compilationreview/
arsc/pages/arsc.aspx

Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the
Treadway Commission

Information about the
committee and the
internal control
framework developed by
the committee

www.coso.org

Moody's Analytics

Source for analyses, data, www.economy.com
forecasts, and
information on the U.S.
and world economies

The Federal Reserve
Board

Source of key interest
rates

www.federalreserve
.gov

Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB)

Summaries of recent
accounting
pronouncements and
other FASB activities

www.fasb.org
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Website Name

Content

International Accounting
Standards Board

Summaries of
International Financial
Reporting Standards and
International Accounting
Standards

Website
www.iasb.org

International Auditing
Summaries of
and Assurance Standards International Standards
Board
on Auditing

www.iaasb.org

International Federation
of Accountants

www.ifac.org

Information on
standard-setting
activities in the
international arena

Private Company Council Information on the
initiative to further
improve FASB's
standards-setting process
to consider needs of
private companies and
their constituents of
financial reporting

www.accounting
foundation.org/
jsp/Foundation/Page/
FAFSectionPage&
cid=1176158985794

PCAOB

Information on
accounting and auditing
activities of the PCAOB
and other matters

www.pcaob.org

SEC

Information on current
SEC rulemaking and the
Electronic Data
Gathering, Analysis, and
Retrieval database

www.sec.gov

USA.gov

Portal through which all
government agencies can
be accessed

www.usa.gov
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